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Students FOCUS on needy
Amy Kemer
Staff Reporter

When a van full of john Carroll students pulled into the parking lot of Sam's Club the week before Thanksgiving, the store manager could not have anticipated
that they would buy over $3,000
worth of food to feed 50 families.
These students were volunteers
for the Student Union's FOCUS
(Families of Cleveland United by
Students) project which provides
food for a Thanksgiving meal for
less fortunate Cleveland families.
Money donated and generated by
fundraisingwas used to buy a turkey, stuffing, milk. bread, cereal
and some other staple foods for
each family.
"We had ten flat boards of food
tocheckout," said Bridget Meehan,
co-chair of the project. "They had
to open a check -out line just for
us."
In addition to the food purchased at Sam's Club, non-perish~

theUniversityHeightsarea by students, she said.
Approximately 35 students
showed upon the Saturday morning before Thanksgiving to deliver
all of the food to St. Agnes, Our
Lady of Fatima Church where the
families picked up the food, said
Megan Baldino, co-chair of FOCUS.
"Having a ton of volunteers
made the morning a whole lot
easier," Baldino said.
When the volunteers arrived
at the church, they unloaded the
food and placed the families' food
by their names, which were hanging on the wall, said Meehan.
Most of the recipients came to
the church to pick up their food.

Women's conference
delegates speak at JCU
Cherie Skoczen
Assistant News Editor

The food collected by FOCUS volunteers not only provided
Thanksgiving dinner for 50 families in the Cleveland area, but
also su

lies for additional me

"There was a lot of interaction between students and families,"
Meehan said.
The students helped load the
food into the families' cars, and
families without transportation
were taken home by students.
Each family was given four to five
boxes of food, depending on the
size of the family, Meehan said.
Georgia McCoy, project coordinatorat thechurch,saidshedidn't
think the John Carroll students
would bring so much food .
"We were very pleased with the
food and the amounts that the students brought," McCoy said. "We
have already received quite a few
calls and thank-you's."
Students were also over-

The fourth International
Women's Conference was not as
bad as loca I newspapers portrayed
it to be, according to twodelegates
who shared theirexperiencesfrom
the conference with the j ohn Carroll commun ity last week.
"It wasn't really as ternble as
the newspapers had portrayed it,"
said Dorothy Lemmey, an assis
rant professor of nursing at Lakeland Community College. "It was
a wonderful experience."
Lemrneyand Liz Lavell, a therapist at the West Side Community
Mental Health Center, opened
their presentation, sponsored by
Amnesty International, with a
slide show of their 10-day stay in
Huairou, China. Although the
conference origmally was to be
held in Beijing, organizers moved
tt to Huairou instead, Lemrney
said \lua \ro u

\S

abo ut o n e h o ur

"Theguardsstopped us tf we didn't
have them on."
"In the beginning, there was a
lot of control and police were everywhere," lemmey said. "Near
the end, they began to let up a
little." She said the women's ac tions were closely rnomtored , and
they were not even permitted to
have a key to their hotel rooms. "It
was almost like they wanted to
know when we were commgand
going," she said. "I felt controlled
in the beginning, but Later I think
the Chinese government figured
we weren't going to blow the country apart so they let loose a little
more," Lemmey said.
Since there were few food
stands, it was hard for the women
to buy food, Lemrney said. She
said that she had to wrap up eggs
and bread from her breakfast <11
the hotel in order to have lunch
Later that day
\k n h I J.'Jc\\ a nd I

were or

whelmed by the massive effort. "It
was great to see the Carroll community come together for such a
great cause," said BillyGl unz,Student Union vice-president and
FOCUS volunteer.
"It's a really great program," said
Cheryl Michalsky, another volunteer. "It opens your eyes to the lessfortunate."
McCoy, along with the people
living within the parish boundaries tow horn the food was given,
said that she realized the magnitude of the project.
see FOCUS, page 3

Lemmeyand Lavell rode in one
of about 200 buses to the opening
ceremonies on Aug. 31. "It was
very powerful," Lemmey said. "It
seemed like the world stopped to
see us go by. There were guards
everywhere."
About 18,000 people attended
the opening ceremonies at which
more than 20,000 white pigeons
were released as a demonstration
of peace, said Lemmey.
Lavell said that security was
tight throughout most of the conference. "We had to wear passes
everywhere we went," she said.

v mm~ y ''<\\t\

r neon

at the conference. lemmey said
the prices in Huairou and BeiJing
doubled when the women arnved.
Shesaidtheworkshoproomswere
small and notair-.conditioned and
no indoor meeting area was large
enough toaccommodateeveryone.
There were over 5,000 workshops on topics such as the
economy, politics, education,
heath, environment, technology,
race and ethnicity and yourh,
Lavell said. Most of the seminars
were held in English, and Lernmey
said some women brought their
see WOMEN, page 3

Showing appreciation

Prayer service to be held
Taize prayer offered in Chapel
Cherie Skoczen
Assistant News Editor

Taize prayer is a wonderful way
to pray, according to Cynthia
Caporella, director of music and
liturgy.
"It provides peace and reflection for everyone, no matter what
their particular philosophy is," she
said. "Onecancometothisservice
and connect with the peace of
God."
john Carroll University's next
monthly Taize prayer service will
be in St. Francis Chapel on Tuesday, Dec. 5 at 6 p.m. According to
Caporella, the 40-minute prayer
service consists of a calming, repetitive chant that takes place in a
candle-lit chapeL
"There are more than 100
candles set up in front of an icon
of Jesus," Caporella said.
She added that the chams are
sung in English. as well as in Ger-

man, French and Latin.
"Everyone is more than welcome to sing, hum, or just be silent," Caporella said. "It's whatever is prayerful for you. If you
don't participate vocally, it's still a
moving time. just come and be a
part of the whole atmosphere."
The Taize prayer service began
around 1940 in Taize, France. Today more than 80 percent of the
Taize prayer services that occur in
Europe are for young adults between the ages of 15 and 25,
Caporella said.
"It's a very young adult-oriented prayer service," she added.
"I n the United States, it's for all age
groups."
Caporella said that everyone is
welcome and encouraged to attend the service.
She added that a sacred seasonalmusicprogram will precede
the service at 530 p.m.

Approximately 60 students cooked and catered a dimer for Marriott ~orkers on Nov.18 to
show their appreciation. The dimer was sponsored bt the Student Un1on.
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Staff Reporter

The gothic architecture, light·
ing and flexibility of Schott Hall,
which is part of JCU's Student
Activity Center, earned URS con·
sultants an AlA Design Award,
satd Ron Payto, Schott Hall de·
signer.
An AlA Ohio Design Award is a
statewide award given in a com·
petition of design architecture.
"Schott Hall has added a whole
new flavor to campus," said Dean
of Students Joe Farrell. "It has
made the campus more func·
tiona!."
Schott Hall opened injanuary
of 1991 and was built to serve a
number of uses, said Payto.
"The necessity for theconstruc·
tion of Schott Hall came about
with the advent of building East
and Campion Halls," said John
Reali,JCU physical plant director.
"We needed to increase the cafete·
ria size."
Schott Hall was designed to
provide a large lighted area room
which would serve multi-pur·
poses and also provide more con·
ference space, said Reali.
The two-story addition in·
creased the capacity of the stu·
dent dining room from 300 to 580
people, and it added a large con·
ference room on the second level.
Not only did the addition to
the dining room increase seating
space, but it also gave extra serv·
ing area, said Payto.
This provides more conve·
nience to both the cafeteria staff
and the students, said Reali .
"I have entered Schott Hall into

ASSIStant News Editor

john Carroll was recently
named to the l995jo hn Templeton
Founda tion Honor Roll for Char·
acte r Building Colleges
This honor, bestowed upon 124
coll eges from 33 states, was
awarded to JCU to recog nize its
innovation and leadersh ip in pro·
mot ing char acter d evelopment
a mo ng srude nts.
The Tern pleton Founda tion,es·
tablished in 1987 by International
Inves tment Manage r John M.
Templeton, awards schools that
encourage studen ts to explore in·
di vidual mo ral reasoni ng p ro·
cesses,foster positive attitudes and
overall well-being, e nco ur age
spir itual growth a nd moral val·
ues, promote community building va lues, andadvocatedrug· free
lifestyles. j o hn Carroll is one of
only five Ohio universities named
to the Templeton Honor Roll
"This honor is stgmficant to us

"It was this matching
of 'collegiate-gothic'

architecture, use of
lighting, and flexibility
which encouraged the
winning of the AlA
Ohio Design Award."

1996

1997

Joe Wholley

several design competitions be·
cause lam proud of the building,"
said Payto. "It is a successful con·
elusion to a difficult problem."
The challenge of building

Payto. "The building's design was
able to respect the past, but looks
toward the future as well."
Modern cha rae teristics are
added to Schott Hall through the
use of both natural and
artificial lighting, said
Pay to.
Nawrallightmgenters
the dining room through
high ceilings and sky·
lights.
"These skylights a l·
most break up the hall
into se para te din ing
rooms," said Payto.
Rea li sa id the large
windows and skylights
bring the outside into the
cafeter ia. "The room
seems open, and it gives a
bright and airy feeling," he
Ron Payto said.
Add itional flexibility
in the dining hall comes
Schott Hall was in adding a large with the use of moveable walls
dining hall and lecture hall to a thatcancreateroomsindependent
context of surrounding buildings of each other, Payto said.
that are residential in character,
"We are pleased with Schott
said Payto.
Hall because it is functional and
"Schott Hall needed to coincide used daily," said Reali.
with the adjacent dorms; it had to
Prior to the AlA Ohio Design
be sympathetic to the surround· Award, Schott Hall received AINs
ing architecture," Payto added.
local award from its Cleveland
Sympathy to the surrounding chapter. Payto attributes the sue·
buildings was achieved by using cess of Schou Hall to Reali.
"collegiate gothic" details such as
"I have enjoyed working with
pitched gables, existing window John Reali ;" said Payto. "The
proportions, and brick, limestone, project is only as good as its client,
and I am fortunate to have worked
and copper materials.
"It was this matching of 'colle- with such wonderful people."
giate-gothic' architecture, use of
Payto, who has been working
lighting, and flexibility which with JCU for over 18 years, was
encouraged the winning of the presented with the AlA Ohio De·
AlA Ohio Design Award," said sign Award at the Arnoff Center
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Schott Hall designer wins award
Carolyn Sprague

NEWS

WOMEN

continued from page 1

Schott Hall
for the Arts in Cincinnati.
The plaque which Reali received will be displayed down·
stairs in Schott Hall.
Payto's most recent design contribution to thejCU campus was
the O'Malley Center.
"Constructing the O'Malley
Center was also an interesting
challenge because I had to attach
a new facility to an old one [administration buildingl,"saidPayto.
"I had to respect theexisting build·
in g."

As a marketer of university·
type work, Paytosays that he often
receives praise for his work with
JCU's cam pus.
"The positive comments mention that the new facilities respect
the existing architecture," he said.
The next construction project
on JCU's agenda is the remodeling
of the administration building,
said Reali.
"We are striving for more options with all projects on campus,"
Reali said.

own in terpreters She added that
there were about 4 ,000 youths in
attendance at the conference.
"It was very powerful to see so
many women there for the same
reason," Lemmey sa id. She added
that she felt a sense of pride w be
at the conference with women
leaders, prime ministersand heads
of states.
"Be ing at a convention with
more than 35,000 women from all
over the world gave me a sense of

because it tells us that ~·e are educating and helping to develop responsible citizens," said Roberta
Bokman, spokesperson for john
Carroll "Thishonoraddressesour
emphasis ae ro s the c urric ulum
and rhe idea of the j esuit ac tion of
developi ng the whole person"
joe Farrell , dean of students,
said that he has a lways felt that
john Carroll's student body is wellfoc used a nd has a h igh moralstandard.
"Th ts is reall y the st udent
body's a w ard, no t the buildmg'sor

the institunon's, and I applaud
them," said Farrell.
Frednck Travts, acti ng p residenr, said he ts gladjCU was rec
ogmzed for Its accom phsh mcnts.
"It ho nors o ur broader mission
to help form ben er people who arc
better educated and are ready to
be men and women for others·
said Travts.
'
"Spimual growth of j esuit pht·
losop hy helps j ohn Carroll stand
out from other universities,"' said
john Glads tone, dean of admis·
sions and fi na nctal aid.

"This is a real service," McCoy
said. "It's easier to just pass money
than to go to all the effort to put
food togethe r fo r people, and we
ap p recia te that th e students really gtve of themselves."
"This lad y told me she wasn 't
even goi ng to have a Thanksgiv·

tng, bur because of the food we
gave them, she could now make a
Th anksgiving dmner for her fam
ily," Glu nz said.
Meehan, whowtll be a co-chair
for the project next year, satd she
will not cha nge any aspec ts of the
pro.JCct She wants to get as muc h
student support as posstble, and
she added that, "I don't see any
weak points "

connectedness," Lemmey said.
"We all have the same hopes and
d r eams."
Lem mey said she reads the
newspaper in a diffe rent light now
th a t she has me t people from all
over the world . She spoke wi th
tw o women from Sarajevo, and
now when she reads about Bosnia
in the newspapers, she thinks of
those women w hoshared their sto·
ries with her.
She said thatwhenshehearsof
trouble in Iran, she thinks of Ira·
nian women who were selling t·
shirts at the conference to help

ot her Iranian women. The women
had fled Iran because they did n't
want to wear tradition al clothes,
I emmey said.
"It ta kes me longer, but 1enjoy
the paper lot more now," she
ad ded.
Lavell said she knows the experience in Beijing has changed
her, but she is not sure how yet.
She said one of the purposes of the
con ference was to ch all enge
people to think.
"We have to become aware that
we're connected globally as hu·
man beings," Lavell said.

FOCUS
continued from page 1

!tamar RabinoviCh, Ambassador of Israel to th e
United States, will speak atjCU on Thu rsday, Nov. 30.
Rahu10viCh's tJlk, whtch ts titled "M iddl e East Peace: The
Ro.ld Ahead," wil l be given in Ku las Aud itor ium at 7"30
pm It tsfrecandopentothc p ublic
Tash,t ferguson and the C1mpus Ministry Office
wtll spon<.Or a pr,J}et servtce for Wo rl d A IDS !Jay on Nov.
30. The pr.tycr s n·ice wdltncludc a ref lec tion by joc
Cirnpcrman, former JCU Student unton prestdent and
jCLJ graduate The prayasrrvicc w d l be held m St.
Franci~ Chapel ,11 7 p.m.
ThejCU Department of Communtcatlons recetved
the Program of F.xccllcncc Aw,ud from the Speech
Comrn unic,H1on As,<X tJtion of America's sen tor college
and university divtston. The n.uton,ll ,nv.ud was gtwn
tc JCU's com tn umcanon · dcp.m mem for over,tll
ex ellcnce 111 curnculum , prL1gr:11n quJlity .md course
dcstpl . lhts l'; the second award the C:o mmumcauons
iJep,lT!ll1l'lit h,lS rCCC I\" d 111 the Ll"t yc: H.
"N,ltion,\1 Lampoon's hristmas Yac,ltton," "'Alii
Want lor Chnstmas" and "The Chnstmas Story" wtll be
show n in the Wolf and·PotthisSaturday,startmgat7
p.m . Everyone ts asked to wear red and green and other
holiday atti re, sa td K,Jte Rob mson, Student Gnto n
d trecror of spec ta l events. "'We'll b.: giving away prizes to
the mos t festtvc people," she said.

News Briefs were co mptled by j(Je Wlt olley. assistcltlt
newse ditor

IMPORTANT

FINANCIAL
AID

What:
1996- 97
Renewal application information
Who:
All students returning for
'96-'97 academic year
When:
Wed & Thurs December 6, 7
9am to 7pm
Friday December 8
9am to 4pm
Where:
In the Atrium

Don't Miss Out!

Before you cram your brain for exams,
cram your mouth. It hasn't been proven,
but it could be true: Papa John's is real
brain food!
So get on the phone. Tell us you want your
favorite pizza delivered hot and fresh. And
with special garlic sauce and pepperoncinis
at no extra cost. It's that easy. And smart,
too. Perfect Pizza. Perfect Price. Everyday.

691-1982

1996
1997

FINANCIAL
AID

~------------------------------------------------------------~----~--------------~ ~----------------~----------------~----------------------------------------~--------.

1996
1997
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Carroll makes honor roll
Joe Wholley
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several des ign competitions because I am proud of the building,"
said Payto. "It is a successful conclusion to a difficult problem."
The challenge of building

Payto. "The building's design was
Staff Reporter
able to respect the past, but looks
The gothic architecture, lighttoward the future as well.'
ing and flexi bihty of Schott Ha 11,
Modern characteristics are
which is part of JCU's Student
added to Schott Hall through the
Activity Center, earned URS conuse of both natural and
sultants an AlA Design Award,
artificial lighting, said
said Ron Payto, Schott Hall deto.
"It was this matching PayNaturallightingenters
Signer.
An AlA Ohio Design Award is a
1
the dining room through
statewide award given in a com- of COI1eglate-gothlc'
high ceilings and skypetition of design architecture.
lights.
"Schott Hall has added a whole architecture, use of
"These skylights alnew flavor to campus," said Dean
most break up the hall
of Students joe Farrell. "It has lighting, and flexibility
into se parate din ing
made the campus more func rooms," said Payto.
which encouraged the
tional."
Reali said the large
Schott Hall opened injanuary
windows and skylights
of 1991 and was built to serve a winning of the AlA
bring the outside into the
number of uses,sa1d Payro.
cafeter ia. "The room
"The necessity for the construc- Ohio Design Award."
seems open, and it gives a
tion of Schott Hall came about
bright and airy feeling," he
with the advent of build ing East
Ron Pa yto said.
and Campion Halls," said john
Add itional flex ibility
Reali,JCU physical plant director.
in the dining hall comes
"We neerled to increase the cafete- Schott Hall was in adding a large with the use of moveable walls
ria size."
dining hall and lecture hall to a thatcancreateroomsindependent
Schott Hall was designed to context of surrounding buildings of each other, Payto said.
provide a large lighted area room that are residential in character,
"We are pleased with Schott
which would serve multi-pur- said Payto.
Hall because it is functional and
poses and also provide more con"Schott Hall needed to coincide used daily," said Reali.
ference space, said Reali.
with the adjacent dorms; it had to
Prior to the AlA Ohio Design
The two-story add it ion in- be sympathetic to the surround- Award, Schott Hall received AlA's
creased the capacity of the stu- ing architecture," Pay to added.
local award from its Cleveland
dent dining room from 300 to 580
Sympathy to the surrounding chapter. Payto attributes the sucpeople, and it added a large con- buildings was achieved by using cess of Schott Hall to Reali.
ference room on the second level.. "collegiate gothic" details such as
"I have enjoyed working with
Not only did the addition to pitched gables, existing window john Reali;" said Payto. "The
the dining room increase seating proportions, and brick, limestone, project is only as good as its client,
space, but it also gave extra serv- and copper materials.
and I am fortunate to have worked
ing area, said Pay to.
"It was this matching of 'colle- with such wonderful people."
This provides more conve- giate-gothic' architecture, use of
Payto. who has been working
nience to both the cafeteria staff lighting, and flexibility which with JCU for over 18 years, was
and the students, said Reali.
encouraged the winning of the presented with the AlA Ohio De"I have entered Schott Hall into AlA Ohio Design Award," said sign Award at the Arnoff Center
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Schott Hall designer wins award
Carolyn Sprague
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John Carroll was recently
named tothel995John Templeton
Foundation Honor Roll for Character Building Colleges.
This honor, bestowed upon 124
colleges from 33 states. was
awarded to JCU to recognize its
innovation and leadership in promoting character development
among students.
The Templeton Foundation, established in 1987 by International
Investment Manager John M
Templeron, awards schools that
encourage students to explore individual moral reasoning processes,foster positi veauitudesand
overall well-being, encourage
spiritual growth and moral values, promote community building values, and advoca ted rug-free
lifestyles. John Carroll is one of
on ly five Ohio universities named
to the Templeton Honor Roll
"This honor is Significant to us

WOMEN

continued from page 1

Schott Hall
for the Arts in Cincinnati.
The plaque which Reali received will be displayed downstairs in Schott Hall.
Pay to's most recent design contribution to thejCU campus was
the O'Malley Center.
"Constructing the O'Malley
Center was also an interesting
challenge because I had to attach
a new facility to an old one (administration buildingL"said Payto.
"!had to respect the existing building."

As a marketer of universitytype work, Pay to says that he of ten
receives praise for his work with
jCU'scampus.
"The positive comments mention that the new facilities respect
the existing architecture," he said.
The next construction project
onJCU's agenda is the remodeling
of the administration building,
said Reali.
"We are striving for more options with all projects on campus,"
Reali said.

own interpreters She added that
there were about 4,000 youths in
attendance at the conference.
"It was very powerful to see so
many women there for the same
reason," Lemmey said. She added
that she felt a seno.e of pride to be
at the conference with women
leaders, prime ministers and heads
of states.
"Being at a co nvention with
more than 35,000 women from a II
over the world gave me a sense of

because it tells us that we are edu- the institution's, and I applaud
cating and helping to develop re- them," said Farrell.
sponsible cttizens," said Roberta
Fredrick Travis. actmg presiBokman, spokesperson for John dent, said he Is glad JCU was recCarroll "This honor addressesour ognized for its arcom plish memo.
emphasis across the curriculum
"II honors our broader mission
and rhe idea of theJesuitacnonof to help form better people who arc
developmg the whole person"
better educated and arc ready to
Joe Farrell, dean of students, be m~n and women for others·
said that he has always felt that said Travis.
'
johnCarroll'sstudent body is well"Spiritualgrowthofjesuit phifocused and has a high moralstan- losoph)' helps John Carroll tand
dard.
out from other umversities," said
"This is really the student John Gladstone, dean of adm1s·
body's award, not the building'sor s10ns and financial aid

"This is a real service," McCoy
said "lt'seasicno just pass money
than to go to all the effon to put
food together for people, and we
appreciate that the students real! y give of themselves."
"This lady told me she wasn't
even going to have a Thanksgiv-

mg, but because of the food we
gave them, she could nov. make a
Thanksgivmg dmner for her family," Glunz said.
Meehan, who will be a co-chair
for the project next year, said she
wd I not change any aspects of the
project. She wants to get as much
student support as poss1ble, and
she added that, "I don't sec any
weak pom ts"

connectedness," Lem mey said.
"We all have the same hopes and
dreams."
Lemm ey said she reads 1hc
newspaper in a different light now
that she has met people from all
over the world. She spoke with
two women from Sarajevo, and
now when she reads about Bosnia
in the newspapers, she thinks of
those women whosharedtheirstories with her.
She said that when she hears of
trouble in Iran , she thinks of Iranian women who were selling tshirts at the conference to help

otherlranianwomen. The women
had fled Iran because they didn't
want to wear traditional clothes,
Lemmey said.
"It takes mo.. longer, but I enpy
the paper a lot more now,'' she
added.
Lavell said she knows the experience in Beijmg has changed
her, but she IS not sure how yet.
Shesaidone of the purposes of the
conference was to cha llenge
people to think.
"We have to becomeawarethat
we're connected globally as human beings," Lavell said.

FOCUS
continued from page 1

lt,tmar Rabinovich, Ambassador of Israel to the
United States, will speak at jCU on Thursday, Nov. 30.
Rabmovich's talk, which 1s titled "Middle East Peace The
RNd /\head." wdl be given in Kulas Auditorium at 7:30
p.m It 1s free and open to the publi c
Tasha Fnguson and the Campus Ministry Office
will sponsor a prayer scrv~~:efor World AID Day on Nov.
30 The prayer service willmclude a reflection by joe
Cnn po:rman, former JCU Smdent Umon president and
JCU graduate. The pr<~yer service will be held In t
Francis Chapel a1 7 p.m
ThcjCU Dfpartment of Communica!Ions received
the Program off' cellcnce A'' .Hd from 1he ::.peech
Comm umcation AssoCialion of Am 'ric.t'< senior college
and um,•crsl(ydivlsion. The n•Hional award w,.sgiH:n
to]CU's commumc.Hions de artment for owr.dl
excellence mcurnculum, program quality .tnd course
dc~Ign lh1s Is the· ~t·cond .nvarclthc CommunicallOIIS
n~pamncnt h.1s received m the last y..-ar.
l\,ttion.lll.ampoon's Chrb1 mas Vacation,• "A Ill
Wam lor Chnstmas" and ·r he Chnst mas ·tory" will be
shown in the Wolf ·and-Pot this Saturday, starung at 7
p.m. Everyone ts a_ ked ro wear red and green and other
holiday amre, said Ka te Robmson, Student Union
director of specia l events. "We'll be giving away pr1ze to
the most fesuve people," she sa 1d
News Briefs wac campi led by joe Who/Icy, assi tan!
news editor

IMPORTANT

FINANCIAL
AID

What:
1996- 97
Renewal application information
Who:
All students returning for
'96-'97 academic year
When:
Wed &Thurs December 6, 7
9am to 7pm
Friday December 8
9am to 4pm
Where:
In the Atrium

Don't Miss Out!

Before you cram your brain for exams,
cram your mouth. It hasn't been proven,
but it could be true: Papa John's is real
brain food!
So get on the phone. Tell us you want your
favorite pizza delivered hot and fresh. And
with special garlic sauce and pepperoncinis
at no extra cost. It's that easy. And smart,
too. Perfect Pizza. Perfect Price. Everyday.

691-1982
Cheesestix
One order of Breadstix
Two 20 o~. Cokes

1996
1997
FINANCIAL
AID

I
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Clinton takes responsibility for possible casaulties in Bosnia
Annie Collopy
Asst. Int. News & Business Ed1tor

On November 21, a tentative
peace agreement was reached between
the Bosnian-Serbs,
Croatians, and Muslims wh1ch
aims to resolve a three and a half
year war between these ethnic
groups.
The agreement was reached in
Dayton, Ohio after several weeks
of intense talks between the respective governments' leaders.
The talks involved Serbian
President Slobodan Milosevic,
Croatian President Franjo
Tudjman, and Bosma President
Alija lzetbegovic.
Secretary of State VVarren
Christopher and Assistant Secretary of State Richard Hoi brooke
were the United States' key mediators at the talks.
The Balkan peace plan provides for one central government
with a president and elected parliament,aswellasa new constitution. This is in additon to lifting
U.N. sanctions against Serbs.
Forty-nine percent of the
present Bosnia-Herzegovenia will

be controlled by the Bosnian Serbs
and fifty-one percent by a CroatMuslim federation
The central city of Sarajevo is
the critical issue of the talks. The
proposed peace plan calls for a
united Sarajevo thus forcing Serbs
to relinquish territories in the suburbs of Sarajevo.
Some of the rebel Serbs have
promised not tocomplywith this
provision. Serb leaders such as
Radovan Karadzic predict that
this will cause more bloodshed
and similar challenges that Beirut
has faced.
The U.S.Governmentand PresidentClinton now face a challenge.
Clinton mustconvince the United
Statescitizens who have been apathetic towards the war in Bosnia
that 20,000 troops should be deployed to Bosnia-Herzegovenia to
mediate peace.
The American troops would
comprise one-third of NATO's
forces of 60,000 in a peace keeping mission. French and British
troops would comprise the remaining majority of the troops.
This week President Bill Clin-

ton devoted his weekly radio address and a special televised address Monday night pleading his
case to the American people and
Congress.
Clinton believes that NATO's
presence in Bosnia is critical to
ongoingpeaceandsendingtroops
is a natural response after the
United State's role in the peace
talks.
Monday night, Clinton
addresssed the people of the
United States in clear and certain
terms.
"VVhen Ame rica does not lead,
the consequences could be very
grave," Clinton said .
His speech emphasized the
power of America's leadership
worldwide.
He assured the public that the
troops would have sufficient
powerto protect themselves while
assuming full responsibility for
casualties that may be incurred
with U.S. intervention.
Bosnian Serb leaders including
Karadz1c and General Ratko
Mladic are currently being indicted by a United Nations tribu-

Carroll upholds staus quo with Bosnian apathy
more ignorant of foreign events
than citizens in any other advanced country.
john Carroll University students are just as ignorant as the

were held in Dayton, OH for the
past three weeks.
Foreign intervention is something that Americans are hesitant
about as a result of previous conflicts, such as the failed humanitarian mission in Somolia.
1n a post cold war era, Americans expect the lives of soldiers to

justification, such as how the
stakes of the Bosnian conflict will
effect the U.S.
Clinton's moral call to uphold
democracy doesn't cut it. One student wrote, "The United State's role
in the Bosnian conflict is the Big
Brother. This is pathetic, let's worry
about our own country first."

A random poll of IOOstudents,
showed 50 perce m of the students
polled knew theca uses of the tension in Bosnia. Only60percentof
students knew the peace talks

Desert Storm set the precedent for
this attitude, where 148 U.S. soldiers were ki lied.
Americans expect foreign military intervention to have specific

with America," which is domestic
pol icy oriented, as well a President
Clinton's fickle foreign policy has
contributed to the public's perspective.

Gina M. Girardot
Int. News & Business Editor

Accordmg to a poll done by

Time magazine, Americans are
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nal for war crimes and atrocities.
Yet, the American population
remains unmoved by the recent
revelations of genocide, ethnic
cleansing, and mass killings that
occurred this summer after the
ironically named U.N. "safe zone"
of Srebrenica was overtaken by
Serbs.
Thesekillingshave been called
the worst war crimes committed
since the Holocaust in Europe during VVorld VVar 11
On july 11, the Bosnian Serb
army invaded the safe zone of
Srebrenica. Despite piMs ., the
Dutch forces who were occupying
this refuge, the Serbs moved
through Srebrenica, a town once
occupied by 40,000 people who
needed a safe haven from the war.
Unfortunate! y, an estimated
6,000 people, possibly more, were
methodically shot and killed by
Serbian forces near the Dr ina River.
Muslim men were reportedly
herded by the thousands, placed
in trucks, and taken to killing
fields. In these killing fields, they
were lined up four by four and shot.
Survivors also recount the terrors of refugees who were seized
by Serbians from a Dutch cam pin
Potocari. The survivors witnessed

New York
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women who were taken from the
camp and systematically raped
by Serbian soldiers.
These witnesses survived because the Serbs' shots missed them
and consequently, they were hidden by their fellow Muslims' bodies who were killed by the troops.
Unfortunately, despite highly
advanced intelligence warnings
from the Dutch troops in
Srebrenica of the knowledge that
the highly populous Srebrenica
was being overtaken by the Serbs,
the Clinton Administration reseen the atrocities that occurred.
An American spy satellite took
pictures of the field of human
graves, the pictures did not reach
government officials for three
weeks.
The American government
now faces the challenge of convincing America that Bosnia is a
justifiable and worthy cause.
The American people need to
be convinced that soldiers will be
in complete control and will not
incur heavy casualties as a result
of intervention. Americans are
presently divided over the situation due to memories of Vietnam,
Lebanon, Somalia, and Haiti.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS & BUSINESS

assume control of the 20 percent
reduction, therefore taking over
90 percent of the student loans
given.
Both Republicans and Democrats stress that their proposals
are aimed at preserving the future for America's next generation.
Both proposals are deficient in
providing one of the two major
components of this future: eliminating the deficit, and maintainingprogramstorestoreAmerica's
global competitiveness.
Republican programs, on one
hand, are committed to eliminating the deficit.
However, programs directed
towards the preservation of economic stability for the next generation, which includes student
loans, will be sacrificed in the
process.
In contrast, the Democratic
pro[X>sals commit to maintain-

rtd
,•

ing these programs by not eliminating the deficit burden as soon.
President Bill Clinton is reluctant to make deep cuts in these
programs, which is why the Democrats project the budget to balance
in 9 or 10 years. The Republicans'
proposal balances the budget in
seven years.
Dean Birch, john Carroll professor of Political Science, stated in
reaction to the budget proposals,
"Twothingsseem bogus in this idea
of preserving the future: cutting
programs essential to maintaining
our competitiveness, and balancing the budget by providing windfall tax breaks for the wealthy."
The stress of preserving
America's global competitiveness
through a balanced budget may
seem appealing to the American
public. However, the intentions of
these budget cuts may have repercussions that will, compound the
issues facing the next generation.

Thc58ycaroldlrt.hConadtutioowaslegallychangedon
Saturday, after the Irish people voted in faYOr of legalizing divorce. The provision allows divorce for couples who have been
separated for at least four years. The vote, which passed the
provision by a margin 49.7 percent to 503 percent, won by a
narrow margin of 9,100 voteS. In 1986 a similar referendum was
defeated by 63.5 percent to 36.5 percent. Ninety-two percent of
Ireland's 3.5 million citizens are baptized Roman Catholics. Opponents of the referendum gained suppon late in the debate due
roa campaign wirh a direct appeal from Pope john Paul ll Since
the vote passed, opponents have begun planning approaches
attempting to overturn the new amendment.
Israeli police have questioned t-wo rabbi suspects who may
have been involved in rheassasslnationof Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabirt Yigal Amir reportedly conferred with the rabbis regardingteachings that may havemoct vated Amir to assassinate Rabin.
The rabbis allegedly advisedAmir that peace with the Palestinians could endanger Israeli lives.
Despite incentives and rewards, Christmas shopping this
season is expected to fall short of expectations. For example,
KMart offered the first 100 customers into every story a free
fanny pack and $70worth of coupons. ThedayafterThanksgiving. traditionally the busiest shopping day of the year, drew out
large crowds, but fell short of expectations. Retailers expect a
slower shopping season with more prudent shoppers due to
record consumer debt.

American troops in Bosnia: Is there a choice?
David Gompert
Los Angeles Times

The House has cautioned the
president not to expect Congress
to agree to include American
troops in the NATO force that will
police a Bosnian peace settlement.
Fair enough. Because this issue
could divide thecoumry,thepresident would be wise to set aside his
prerogatives and seek a political
mandate.

Commentary

cials, refusal tocommit U.S. troops
to the NATO peacekeeping force
will cause the sky to fall. They are
right.
The first casualty would be
NATO itself, which would find
itself without a mission, a leader,
or a future. vvhen the Cold War
end e d , t he United States and its
allies decided to keep NATO in
place and American troops in
Europe , having learned this
century's painful lesson: VVhen
the United States walked away
from its role in EuropeafterWorld

have thousands of peacekeepers in
Bosnia, will conclude that the
United States does not, after all,
accept responsib ility to join in restoringsecuritytoEurope.Thedormant idea of an independent European alliance, excluding the
United States, will awake with a
vengeance.
Because the very premise of
NATO in the new era would be
erased if the United States evades
this call, such dire predictions are
not far-fetched. A Europe without
NATO, a Europe without America,

Republicans in Congress have given up par! of their plan
to deny legal immigrants aid for higher education. However,
they are still holding onto plans to grant limited access to young
legal immigrants for the Head Start program. Republicans weifare reform plan attempts to limit several federal aid programs
for immigrants such as food stamps and Medicaid = t
Clinton's aides still promiSe thar ht will vtro r~~
D)
plan due to provisions thar woulddf~rly harm c U rert

WorldBriefswertcompiledbyAnnieCollopy,Asst.Inr News&

Business Editor
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Congress willdenmndn
what the force's main task will be
keeping the warring sides apart
or keeping Bosnia together, and
how the force can be removed
without plunging Bosnia back
into war.
Granting that the administration must answer all the tough
questionsaboutthepurposes,limits, costs and risks of sending
American forces to Bosnia, the
public and Congress, even those
who would relish Bill Clinton's
political failure, should make no
mistake about the consequences
of a defeat for the president on
Bosnia. VVith a peace agreement
reached, say administration offi-

the Realistic World

in World VVarll. Burin the second
half of the century, when the
Unired States stayed in Europe,
peace prevailed, the Cold VVarwas
won and American interests
thrived.
lf the alliance leadernow fails
to live up to these solemn undertakings, all bets are off. NATO's
main new mission will be nullified, leaving American military
commanders to guess what their
job is. Since the American troops
in Europe will havenoclearfunction, the consensus for keeping
them therewillcrumble.Andour
allies, malign them if you like,
but bear in mind they already

tocreatesincethecollapseof communism, under presidents of both
parties and with broad public and
congressional support.
Those who say we have no important interest that would justify
sendingAmerican peacekeepers to
Bosnia should consider whether
they would prefer that different
world. While pundits might say
fine, statesmen will think twice.
Even worse col}sequences are
imaginable. If a peace agreement
cannot be implemented because
theUnitedStatesdeclinestodoits
part, we will receive and deserve
the blame for whatever happens.
The United States might then need

to enter in force, under truly perilous circumstancesjust as we had
to return to Europe after trying to
escape our responsibility earlier
this century.
VVeighedagainstthesedangers,
the opponents' case comes down
to one point: the risk to American
lives. They forget that this will not
be a U.N. operation but a NATO
operation, answerable to the supreme allied commander: an
American general. If we lack faith
in NATO to conduct military operations, we should have closed it
down by now.
In the event Americans are
killed, we would not be callous to
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directed by David Bansen
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Drive. Intensity. Those aren't words
you're hkely to see in many course
requrrements. Then again, Army Rare
IS unlike any other elect1Ve. It's
hands on excitement. ROTC wlll
challenge you mentally and physICally through intense leadership

trainrng. Training that builds charac-

ter, self-confidence and deCJSton-rnalcng
skllls. Again, words other courses seldom use. But they're the cred1ts you
need to succeed in life. ROTC is
~~' open to freshmen and sophomores
without obligat10n and requires
about 4 hours per week. Register
this term for Army ROTC.

ARMY ROTC
m SMARTEST COLI.EGE COURSE YOU CAN THE.

Opens Saturday, Dec. 2 at 11:15 p.m. and
continues every Fri. and Sat. at 11:15 p.m.
through Dec. 23
at Dobama Theatre, 1846 Coventry Rd., Cleveland Bts.

Call 932-6838 for more information.
Admission: THREE DOLLARS

Also playing now at Dobama Theatre

Sam Shepard's

SIMPATICO
Dmx;ted by Dorothy

Silver

For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call

Opens Dec. I

397-4421

C.ll 932·6838 fOI" times and tict:t:t pUs

Carnival "Funships"
Special~ Two for One
Spring Break 7 days
March 2nd to 9th 1996
price includes Airfare
from $794.00 per
person
3rd and 4th passengers
cruise free!

WANT TO WORK N A R.JN ATMOSPt-ERI?
HOW ABOUTlHE RATS?
NID AR.EXIBI.fWORKSCHEDUI...E'?
WEWANTYOUAT

{~)'

...

~~ ~~
TO BE HOSTS. BUSSERS. Af'JD SER.VERSI

AWLYIN JlERSOr'l.l. AT i231 M\JN
STRIIT. ON THE \\lEST BANK OFlHE
RATS. IVO'J. THR.U FRI~ FROM 2 TO
4 PMCN.Y
1\0 Jlt--ICN CAL15 PlWJl

371-1929

l.i\ll

Hours:
Mon-Thurs
I 0:30am-/ I pm
Fri & Sat
I 0:30 am - 2:00 am

(near BlockbusterVideo)

A-!lJ THE Ci!..h.

SPAGHETTI
WAREHOUSE

],,,j , ,,dlt'

Cedar Center
13888 Cedar Rd.
University
Heights

OVERPRJCH) BCX)I(S?
Seven strangers have been chosen to share a house in
Tremont. "the Realistic World" is improvisational
theater like you've never seen before.

recall that we have all volunteer
armed forces , whos members
have signed on to risk their live
in the nation's interest. And with
the $260-bHiion defense budget
American taxpayers fund, our
armed forces are hardly being
asked to operate at a disad vantage.
Most fears about American
peacekeepers in Bosnia are superstitions caused by past failures,
especially Vietnam and Somalia.
Theadministrationcannot ignore
these fears. Neither can Congress
ignore that refusa1tojoin and lead
our NATO allies will earn it a special place in American history.

..SUBLliA\~

ATTENTION STUDENTS:

an experiment in improvisation

PBEBEOUISITE: ADRENALINE

e

l

dobama's night kitchen presents

come to find out what happens when the masks
come off, the toilet seat is left up and
people start getting REALISTIC.
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Budget proposal threatens student aid
Shane Subler
Staff Reporter
The budget standoff between
the Democrats and Republicans
in Congresshinderson the degree
of cuts in taxes and Medicare
spending. Also on the budget
agenda are cuts in Student Aid,
which have not been at the forefront of the debate.
Depending on the plan
churned out by Washington in
upcoming weeks, less student aid
may be avai !able for john Carroll
University students.
Current Republican plans call
for slashing$4.9 billion from projected spending on student loans
and grants.
The budget proposal calls for
reducing the percentage of student government loans to lO percent of the total studentloan market. Currently, the government
subsidizes 30 percent of student
loans given. Private banks will

c..rr...t """" a1 Control
1>1 <l<m n<lled
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Clinton takes responsibility for possible casaulties in Bosnia

The Carroll News, November 30,1995

Shane Subler
Annie Collopy
On November 21, a tentative
peace agreement was reached between the Bosnian-Serbs,
Croatians, and Muslims whtch
aims to resolve a three and a half
year war between these ethnic
groups.
The agreement was reached in
Dayton, Ohio after several weeks
of intense talks between the respective governments' leaders.
The talks involved Serbian
Pres1dent Slobodan Milosev1c,
Croatian President Franjo
Tudjman, and Bosnia President
AliJa lzetbegovic.
Secretary of State Warren
Christopher and Assistant Secretary of State Richard Holbrooke
were the United States' key mediators at the talks.
The Balkan peace plan provides for one central government
with a president and elected parliament, as well as a new consmution. This is in additon to lifting
U.N. sanctions against Serbs.
Forty-nine percent of the
present Bosnia-Herzegovenia will

be controlled by the Bosnian Serbs
and fif ry-one percent by a CroatMuslim federation .
The central city of Sarajevo is
the critical issue of the talks. The
proposed peace plan calls for a
united Sarajevo thus forcing Serbs
to relinquish territories in the suburbs of Sarajevo
Some of the rebel Serbs have
promised not tocomplywith this
provision. Serb leaders such as
Radovan Karadzic predict that
this will cause more bloodshed
a ndsim ilarcha llenges that Beirut
has faced .
The U.S.Governmentand President Clinton now face a challenge.
Clinton must convince the United
States citizens who have been apathetic towards the war in Bosnia
that 20,000 troops should be deployed to Bosnia-Herzegovenia to
mediate peace.
The American troops would
comprise one-third of NATO's
forces of 60,000 in a peace keeping mission. French and British
troops would comprise the remaining majority of the troops.
This week President Bill Clin-

ton devoted his weekly radio address and a special televised address Monday mght pleading his
case to the American people and
Congress.
Clinton believes that NATO's
presence in Bosnia is critical to
ongoing peace and sending troops
is a natural response after the
United State's role in the peace
talks.
Monday night, Clinton
addresssed the people of the
United States in clear and certain
terms.
"When America does not lead,
the consequences could be very
grave," Clinton said .
His speech emphasized the
power of America's leadership
worldwide.
He assured the public that the
troops would have sufficient
power to protect themselves while
assuming full responsibility for
casualties that may be incurred
with U.S. intervention.
Bosnian Serb leaders including
Karadzic and General Ratko
Mladic are currently being indicted by a United Nations tribu-

Carroll upholds staus quo with Bosnian apathy
Gina M. Girardot
Int. News & Busmess Editor
According to a poll done by
Time magazine, Americans are
more ignorant of fore1gn events
than citizens in any other advanced country.
john Carroll University students are just as ignorant as the
A random poll of JOOstudems,
showed 50 percent of the students
polled knew the causes of the tension in Bosnia. Only60percemof
students knew the peace talks

B ES EI VE

were held in Dayton, OH for the
past three weeks.
Foreign intervention is something that Americans are hesitant
about as a result of previous conflicrs,such as the failed humanitarian mission in Somalia.
In a post cold war era, Americans expect the lives of soldiers to

justification, such as how the
stakes of the Bosnian conflict will
effect the U.S.
Clinton's moral call to uphold
democracy doesn't cut it. One studentwrote,~TheUnitedState'srole

in the Bosnian conflict is the Big
Brorher.Thisisparhetic,ler'sworry
about our own country first."
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Desert Storm set the precedent for
this attitude, where 148 U.S. soldiers were killed.
Americansexpectforeignmilitary intervention to have specific
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wHh America," which tsdomesnc
policyoriented,aswella President
Clinton's fickle foreign policy has
contributed to the public's perspecti ve.
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The budget standoff between
the Democrats and Republicans
in Congress hinders on the degree
of cuts in taxes and Medicare
spending. Also on the budget
agenda are curs in Student Aid,
which have nor been at the forefront of the debate.
Depending on the plan
churned out by Washington in
upcoming weeks, less student aid
may be available for John Carroll
University students.
Current Republican plans call
for slashing$4.9 billion from projected spending on student loans
and grants.
The budget proposal calls for
reducing the percentage of student government loans to 10 percent of the total student loan market. Currently, the government
subsidizes 30 percent of student
loans given. Private banks will
0
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nal for war crimes and atrocities.
Yet, the American population
remains unmoved by the recent
revelations of genocide, ethnic
cleansing, and mass killings that
occurred this summer after the
ironically named U.N. "safe zone"
of Srebrenica was overtaken by
Serbs.
These killings have been called
the worst war crimes committed
since the Holocaust in Europe during World War II.
On july 11, the Bosnian Serb
army invaded the safe zone of
Srebrenica. Despite pleas bv the
Dutch forces who were occupying
this refuge, the Serbs moved
through Srebrenica, a town once
occupied by 40,000 people who
needed a safe haven from the war.
Unfortunately, an estimated
6,000 people, possibly more, were
methodically shot and killed by
Serbianforcesnearthe Drina River.
Muslim men were reportedly
herded by the thousands, placed
in trucks, and taken to killing
fields . ln these killing fields , they
were lined up four by four and shot.
Survivors also recount the terrors of refugees who were seized
by Serbians from a Dutch camp in
Potocari. The survivors witnessed

women who were taken from the
camp and systematically raped
by Serbian soldiers.
These witnesses survived because the Serbs' shots missed them
and consequently, they were hid den by their fellow Muslims' bodies who were killed by the troops.
Unfortunately, despite highly
advanced intelligence warnings
from the Dutch troops in
Srebrenica of the knowledge that
the highly populous Srebrenica
was being overtaken by the Serbs,
the Clinton Administration reseen the atrocities that occurred.
An American spy satellite took
pictures of the field of human
graves, the pictures did not reach
government officials for three
weeks.
The American government
now faces the challenge of convincing America that Bosnia is a
justifiable and worthy cause.
The American people need to
be convinced that soldiers will be
in complete control and will not
incur heavy casualties as a result
of intervention. Americans are
presently divided over the situation due ro memories of Vietnam,
Lebanon, Somalia, and Haiti.

assume control of the 20 percent
reduction, therefore taking over
90 percent of the student loans
given.
Both Republicans and Democrats stress that their proposals
are aimed at preserving the future for America's next generation .
Both proposalsaredeficientin
providmg one of the two major
components of this future: eliminating the deficit, and maintainingprogramstoresroreAmerica's
global competitiveness.
Republican programs, on one
hand, are committed to eliminating the deficit.
However, programs directed
towards the preservation of economic stability for the next generation, which includes student
loans, will be sacrificed in the
process.
In contrast, the Democratic
proposals commit to maintain-

ing these programs by nor eliminating the deficit burden as soon.
President Bill Clinton is reluctant to make deep cuts in these
programs, whichiswhyrheDemocrars project the budget to balance
in 9 or 10 years. The Republicans'
proposal balances the budget in
seven years.
Dean Birch, john Carroll professor of Political Science, stated in
reaction to the budget proposals.
"Twothingsseem bogus mthis idea
of preserving the future: cutting
programs essential to maintaining
our competitiveness, and balancing the budget by providing windfall tax breaks for the wealthy.•
The stress of preserving
America's global competitiveness
through a balanced budget may
seem appealing to the American
public. However, the intentions of
these budget curs may have repercussions that will, compound the
issues facing the next generation.

Tbe58yearoldlrishCoo.sdtutiouwaslegallychangedon
Saturday, after the Irish people voted In favor of legalizing divorce. The provision allows divorce for couples who have been
separated for at least four years. The wte, which passed the
provision by a margin 49.7 percent to 503 percent, v.\30 by a
narrow margin of 9,100 votes. In 1986a similar referendum was
defeated by 63.5 percent to 36.5 percent Ninety-two percent of
Ireland's 3.5 million citizens are baptized Roman Catholics. Opponents of the referendum gained support late in1hedebatedue
to a campaign with a direct appeal from Pope john Paul ILSince
the vote passed, opponents have begun planning approaches
attempting to overturn the new amendment.
Israeli police have questioned t'M> rabbi suspects who may
have been involved in the assassination of Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin. Yigal Amir reportedly conferred with the rabbis regarding teachings that may have motivated Amlrtoassasslnate Rabin.
The rabbis allegedly advised Amlr that peace with the Palestinians could endanger Israeli lives.
Despite incentives and rewards, Christmas shopping this
season is expected to fall short of expectations. For example,
KMan offered the firs! 100 customers into every story a free
fanny pack and $70worthof coupons. ThedayafterThanksgiv·
ing, traditionally the busiest shopping day of the year, drew out
large crowds, but fell short of expectations. Retailers expect a
slower shopping season with more prudent shoppers due to
record consumer debt.

American troops in Bosnia: Is there a choice?
David Gompert
Los Angeles Times

The House has ca urioned the
president not to expect Congress
to agree to include American
troops in the NATO force that will
police a Bosnian peace settlement.
Fair enough. Because this issue
could divide the country, the president would be wise to set aside his
prerogatives and seek a political
mandate.

Commentary

cia Is, refusal to commit U.S. troops
to the NATO peacekeeping force
will cause rheskytofall. They are
right.
The first casualty would be
NATO itself, which would find
itself without a mission, a leader,
or a future. When the Cold War
end ed , t h e United States an d its
allies decided to keep NATO in
place and American troops in
Europe , having learned this
century's painful lesson: When
the United States walked away
from its role in EuropeafterWorld

have thousands of peacekeepers in
Bosnia, will conclude that the
United States does not, after all,
accept responsibility to join in restoringsecuriryroEurope.Thedormant idea of an independent European alliance, excluding the
United Stares, will awake with a
vengeance.
Because the very premise of
NATO in the new era would be
erased if the United Stares evades
this call, such dire predictions are
not far-fetched. A Europe without
NATO, a Europe without America,

Republicans in Congress have given up part of rhe1r plan
to deny legal immigrants aid for higher education. However;
they are sttll holding onto plans to grant limited access to young
legal immtgrants for the Head Start program. Republicans weifare reform plan attempts to l1mu several federal aid programs
for immigrants such as food stamps and Mcdka.id. ~t
Clinton's aides still promise that he will ~to thci.cPubiJcin)
Plan due to provisions that Vo\3uld directly harm chilclren.

World Briefs weruompiled byAnnkCollopy,Asst.Inl News&
Business Editor

~~m~e~a~n~s~a~d~i~ff~er;emn~t~w~o~rl~d~fftrmo m~tmh~e--~----------------------------------------~~~~----
. Congresswillde1m~~rln~~,vv;;a~r~l,~b;a~ck~ca~m~e;w~a~r~in~E~u~ro~pe
whattheforce's main task will be in World War II. But in the second to create since the collapse of com- to enter in force, undertrulyperil- recall that we have all volunteer
keeping the warring sides apart half of the century, when the munism, under presidents of both ous circumstancesjust as we had armed forces , whose members
or keeping Bosnia together, and United States stayed in Europe, parties and with broad public and to return to Europe after trying to have signed on ton k their live
escape our responsibility earlier in the nation's imerest. And with
how the force can be removed peace prevailed, the Cold War was congressional support.
without plunging Bosnia back won and American interests
Those who say we have no im- this century.
the $260-blllion defense budget
into war.
thrived .
ponant interest that would justify
Weighedagainstthesedangers, American taxpayers fund , our
Granting that the administra1f the alliance leader now fails sending American peacekeepers to the opponents' case comes down armed forces are hardly being
rion must answer all the tough to live up to these solemn under- Bosnia should consider whether to one point: the risk to American asked to operate at a disadvanquestionsaboutthe purposes, lim- takings, all bets are off. NATO's they would prefer that different lives. They forget that this will nor tag e.
Most fears about American
its, costs and risks of sending main new mission will be nulli- world. While pundits mtght say be a U.N. operation but a NATO
American forces to Bosnia, the fied, leaving American military fine, statesmen will think twice.
operation, answerable to the su- peacekeepers in Bosnia are superpublic and Congress, even those commanders to guess what their
Even worse co!)sequences are pre me allied commander: an stitions caused by past failures,
who would relish Bill Clinton's job is. Since the American troops imaginable. lf a peace agreement American general. If we lack faith especially Vietnam and Somalia.
political failure, should make no in Europe will havenoclearfunc- cannot be implemented because in NATO to conduct military op- Theadminisrrationcannotignore
mistake about the consequences tion , the consensus for keeping the United States declines to do its erations, we should have closed it these fears. Neither can Congress
ignore that refusal to join and lead
of a defeat for the president on themtherewillcrumble.Andour part, we will receive and deserve down by now.
In the event Americans are our NATO allies will earn itaspeBosnia. With a peace agreement allies, malign them if you like, the blame for whatever happens.
reached, say administration offi- but bear in mind they already The United Stares might then need killed, we would not be callous to cia! place in American hlS[ory.

dobama's night kitchen presents

the Realistic World

..SU BU"I A~';~

A.TTENTION STUDENTS:

an experiment in improvisation

1I, 1'1."' \\

NEID SOME EXTRA CASH FOR lHOSE

directed by David Hansen

Seven strangers have been chosen to share a house in
Tremont. "the Realistic World" is improvisational
theater like you've never seen before.

ter, self-confidence and deciston-making
Dnve. Intens1ty. Those aren't words
skills. Again , words other courses selyou're likely to see m many course
dom use. But they're the credits you
requuements. Then agarn, Army Rare
need to succeed m lLfe. ROTC is
IS unlike any other elective It's
hands-on exc1tement ROTC Wlll ~ai~iii~ open to freshmen and sophomores
w1thout obhgation and requires
challenge you mentally and physabout 4 hours per week. Register
ICally through intense leadership
thts term for fumy ROTC.
trammg. Trainmg that bwlds charac-

Come to find out what happens when the masks
come off, the toilet seat is left up and
people start getting REALISTIC.

Carnival "Funships"
Special, Two for One
Spring Break 7 days
March 2nd to 9th 1996
price includes Airfare
from $794.00 per
person
3rd and 4th passengers
cruise free!

Opens Saturday, Dec. 2 at 11:15 p.m. and
continues every Fri. and Sat. at 11:15 p.m.
through Dec. 23
at Dobama Theatre, 1846 Coventry Rd., Cleveland Hts.

Call 932-6838 for more information.
Admission: THREE DOLLARS

La. ' CiliA,.,...,
Clmll,._..
Book by I 213019 5

I
11r
IFtriClli.o.._.
c.tl»rlne G.g/f8no, Souftl Euclid

HOW ABOUT sm TO U>AVERAGE PER
NIGHT?
WANT TO WORK IN AR..JN ATMOSPI-ERE?
HOW ABOUTlHE RATS?
NEID AR.fXIBlE WORK SCJ-IDUll'?
WEWANTYOUAT

~~~·TA.rA~~
~ll; ~

TO Bf HOSTS. BUSSERS. AJ\0 SERVERS!

Cll Yw

ARMY ROTC

Also playing now al Dobama Theatre
Sam Shepard's

TBE SM1Rn5T COLLEGE COURSE YOU WI TAlE.

SIMPATICO
[)!meted

by Dorochy Silver

For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call

Opens Dec. 1

397-4421

C.ll 932.-6838 For times and ticket prices

~~------------~----------------------------------~

:

216-382·8700

CRIJISEOJm
*' CruiUIG ,.,.,...
11

~~'~\~~DD~~

Am..Y IN PERSON. AT 1231 M\IN
STRIIT. ON THE WfSTBANK OF THE
RATS. MON. THR.U FRL FROM 2 TO
4 PMONI.Y

NO PHOI\E CAll5 PlfASE.

I :,,11 "·!!, !.,

1c

Hours:
Mon-Thurs

Heights

I 0:30am-// pm
Fri & Sat
I 0:30am- 2:00am

(near BlockbusterVideo)

Sunday

.r-.9> THE @..~. .._

SPAGHETTI
WAREHOUSE

lllc

Cedar Center
13888 Cedar Rd.
University

OVERPRJOD BOOKS?

PREBEQUISm: ADRENALINE

5

Budget proposal threatens student aid
Staff Reporter

Asst Int. News & Business Editor

INTERNATIONAL NEWS Be BUSINESS

371-1929

II am- II pm

~.--------~r.--------~

I
I

Two regular
: Footlong
I

1

1

I

Subs
for$

5. 99

II
II Buy one 6" sub at
II the regular price
and get one of equal
or lesser value for
only $.49 with pur-

I
I
:
1

1

I
:

chase of medium
:
drink
1
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Giving Tree project reaches out to children and elderly
She

Lucchetti

MetroHealth, whose only Christmas gifts may
be the ones that jCU students purchase for
For most of usatjohnCarroll Univer- them.
sity, Chnstmas is a time of joy. A time to
For the past several years, Erin O'Brien has
take a break from the pressures of school, participated in the purchasing of gifts forthe
relax and spend time with our families children and elderly whose names appear on
We share holiday meals, spiritual cel- the Giving Tree. "For a lot of kids, this ts the
ebrations, memories of Christmas past, only present they get," said O'Brien. "If a name
is left on the tree,
that kid won 'tget
a present."
This is a rarity, however, said
Valerie Hartman,
coordinator of
the project in the
past. "The response Ito the
Giving Tree] has
been wonderful.
Everyyearallthe
names
were
taken [from the
tree]," she said.
james Sullivan,chairmanof
the Giving Tree
project this year
A child from Cleveland opens his gift from a mAmhF>r
said thattheGivJCU corrvnunity.
ing Tree is "a
laughter and gifts. And though we are chance for more fortunate people to help those
adults now and say that Christmas isn't less fortunate."
about getting presents-that isn't how
The Giving Tree was started as a way to help
we felt as children.
the migrant farm workers of Immokalee and
As a child, the allure of Santa Claus thei r children to have a happy Christmas. The
bringing presents to all the good little children range in age from six to thirteen, and
girls and boys had us so excited that we usually over !00 gifts are given.
could hardly sleep Christmas Eve.
Every year over Christmas break,JCU sends
When we woke up early Christmas six students to Immokalee to spend time with
morning, we found many presents un- the children doing educational activities. The
der the tree and hardly
knew what toopen first.
For many children ,
however, this is not how
they will remember
Assistant Features Editor

"If a name is left on the tree, that
kid won't get a present."

Chiisunas.
T 1s

uistmas season, the JCU community is reaching out to
those less fortun ate with the 4th annual
Giving Tree.
Sponsored by the Student Union, the
Giving Tree is just what its name suggests- a Christmas tree with tags of the
names of children from Immokalee,
Flortda,Cleveland's fa mil yTransitional
Housing, and the elderly from

presents that are purchased for these children
will be delivered during this year's trip.
Locally, gifts will be distributed to children.from the young age of one month through
age 17, on Saturday, December 9, by Cleveland
Family Transitional Housing.
The idea of giving gifts to the elderly at
MetroHealth came about for much the same

reason. Many of these people are shut-ins
and are bed ridden. For them, the gift that
they receive as a result of the Giving Tree
really makes the holiday special.
To be a part of the Giving Tree tradition,
a student must take a name from the tree in
the Atrium and purchase a gift for the person whose name appears on the tag. The
student mustthen wrap the 1tem and place
the tag from the treeonthegift. Gifts should
then be placed under the Christmas tree in

St. Francis Chapel.
Sullivan stressed the importance of following through if a tag is taken This ensures that everyone will have something to
look forward to on Christmas. Hartman
also recommended educational and nonviolent gifts for the children.
"The children love it. When they hear
they're gewng a present, they're so excited,"
said Hartman, "Their eyes light up with
something as little as a book or a football."

"Three-Point Attack" against cancer
Colleen Dugan
Staff Reporter

The National Association of Basketball
Coaches(NABC)and the American Cancer
Society have joined together in an effort to
create awareness of the effects of cancer.
According to Jim Haney, ABC exec uti ve director,Jim Valvano, former head basketball coach at North Carolina State who
died of cancer in 1993, was the inspiration
for this program.
"jim Valvano's fight with cancet awakened us to the need for our association to
reach out to those in need," said Haney. "We
hope our efforts in conjunction with the
American Cancer Society will be
an asset in conquering this
dreaded disease."
The specific project of
this coalition is called the
"Three-Point Attack."
During the john Carroll
University basketball
season, every time a
member of the team
makes a three point shot, iE
aides the fight against cancer. Through pledges from
students, parents, organizations, and area businesses, each
t r -P9iQ.ter ill ra · money.
T is is t e secon year that the B ue
Streaks have been involved in this project,
and Coach Mike Moran is a big supporter.
"We're delighted to help out, because it's a
great, great cause," said Moran.
Moran is also encouraged by the fact
that the team is able to lend their support,
even if it is only in a small way. Some of his
players have even gone beyond this one
project and helped out in other ways at tbe
American Cancer Society.

One of the first basketball players to get
mvolved with this project was junior Joey
Bigler. He aided the American Cancer Society in getting things started atjCU by givmg them contact people, especially in the
sororities and fraternities atjCU.
Bigler, like many other students at Carroll, felt it was Important to get involved in
this cause due to a personal experience. "It
looks good fort he school and the team if we
get involved in he community and volunteering," said Bigler. "Life is not just about
playing basketball."
American Cance r Society volunteer
Leslie Carruthers is at the foref rontof jCU's
attack on cancer. She sees the "ThreePointAttack"as much more than just a
fundrai sing activity; it is a
public education event. The
main goals of the project are
to inform young people
about the danger of tobacco
use, help reinforce a healthy
lifestyle, reduce the number of
basketball arenas that permit
smoking, and increase funding for
cancer research, education, ad vocacy, and patient services.
According to Carruthers, more
than 400,000 people die yearly from
cer. That is more t an a co o, cocaine,
crack, heroine, murder, suicide, car accidents, and AIDS combined.
"In addition toservi ng public education ,
we are trying to get students introduced to
volunteering," said Carruthers. She encourages everyone in thejCU community
to get involved by helping at the booth,
pledging support as a group, soliciting area
bus.inesses for contributions, or simply volunteering at the American Cancer Society.

John Carroll University

sunglasses at
night?

if so, listen to ....

a,se·s
cool~

tunes

Pizza

oHymoronic paradoH
with Laura Ford
Thursdays
1Hpm-12am

88.7 WUJC

ffimpo/ Tile-Be:ft~r978
4163 Mayfield Rd. & Villa
South Euclid

382·5111
FREE
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FREE

CRUST TOPPERS
BUTTER e PARMESAN
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Now $10 with
this Coupon!
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2101 Rictvnond Rd., Beachwood
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Brosnan strikes gold as Bond
Andrea Tracy
Staff Reporter

Explosions, evil villains, cool
gadgets, impossible stunts, and
seducing every woman he comes
in contact with are all the ingredients needed for a james Bond
movie. Since Sean Connery left
the role, however, many of the
Bond "replacements" have
struggled to capt ure the magic
that Connery brought to the character. The new james Bond, Pierce
Brosnan, not only breathes new
life into 007, he brings his own
style and sophistica tion along
with it.
Goldeneye pits007 against renegade Russians and Irish freedom
fighters who have a score to settle
with the "Queen Mum." A stolen
Russian secret weapon, Goldeneye, threatens the safety of Great
Britain, and, as always, it is up to
james Bond ro save the world one
more time.
Brosnan's portrayal of Bond is
seductive and very mysterious much like "Remi ngton Steele"
circa 1985, except 007 knows karate. Brosnanslipseffort lesslyinto
theroleand interacts well withal!
of his co-stars ( not just the
women).
The new Bond girl, lzabella
Scorupco, plays the only Russian
to survive the heist of Goldeneye.
She becomes Bond's partner and
obsession. Scorupcocomplements
Brosnan well and shows that she
can hold her own on the big screen.
Goldeneye has action, violence,
death-defying stunts -some unbelievable ones. Forinstance,how

smQki.IJ.gre.latg:.l.sJ..~a·~~~ ~!"''+'~IAUO.!~- -·cii!liiiioo..'
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Art
The Canterbury SculptUre Committee is holdmg its second
annual art show to benefit the Canterbury Elementary School at
john Carroll University's Grassel11 Library, now through Dec. 7.
The works range widely from large paintings to many small
works for the purpose of comm1ssioninga public, hands-on sculpture fort he school grounds.

Film

Pierce Brosnan stars as James Bond in United Artists' Goldeneye.
manytimeshave you ridden a motorcycle over a cliff to catch a
plane? Bond fans are in for a treat,
and even people who have never
seen a 007 movie will have no
problem being swept into it.
For women who were in love
with
Brosnan
from .his
"Remington Steele" days, he looks
better than ever. He is on the big
screen wearing everything from a
tuxedo to a swimsuit. Need I say
more7

Hopefully, Goldeneye is the
start of a neweraofBond. Brosnan
definitely delivers, and tbe plot
and writing are solid. With the
Cold War over, the filmmakers
produced a plausible plot involvingaconflict with Russians, without making Russia the villain.
So, if fate is with us, Brosna n
will be answering that famous
question about his identity for
years to come: "I'm Bond. james

Bond."

John Travolta and HarryBelafonte star in White Man"s Burden from Savoy Pictures and Rysher Entertamment, opening
tomorrow (Friday, Dec.l) The disturbing and provocative "what
if?" drama involves a white man trying to succeed in a world in
which raCial balance of power has been reversed
The Cleveland Museum of Art featUres His Girl Friday, part
of the 100 YearsofMagic. Poslscripl,StarringCaryGrant, Ro ahnd
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Beatles remembered as 'symbol of generation from which they evolved'
Rachel Hayes
Staff Reporter

The year was 1964: The band,
composed of four moptops from
Liverpool, England , would transform the musicsceneforevery generation to come. The four lads John Lennon, Paul McCartney,
George Harrison and Ringo Starr,
were welcomed by a feverish pitch
of howling screams and thunderous applause as they arrived in America. They
hit the top of the charts
with "I Want to Hold
Your Hand," the first of
20 songs to hit No. 1.
The Beatles are the
symbol of the generation from which they
evolved. From the
bubble gum card lads
that wowed American
audiences on the "Ed
Sullivan Show" in February, 1964, tot he poets,
philosophers and peacemakers that emerged in
the years that followed , their music developed a more serious tone
that paralleled the late 1960's warstruck culture.
Beatlemania has been resurrected as the release of the Fab
Four's first album in 25 years hit
record stores Tuesday, Nov. 21. Several area record stores have been
promoting this legendary recording. At the music department of
Borders Books and Music in
Beachwood, several people gathered to witness the phenomenon.
The store hosted a giveaway in
which one winner received The
Beatles Anthology I for guessing
how many "diamonds were in the
sky" (mimicking the Beatles hit,
"Lucy in theSkywith Diamonds")_

But Borders hasn't been the · Lennon, a true reunion was not
only one spreading Beatlemania. possible. On Dec. 8,1980, Lennon
"We're doing very extensive was murdered by a fan in front of
promotions," said Mark Bishop, his apartment building in New
promotion and marketing direc- York.
tor of WMJI105.7. The station re"I was living in New York City
cently gave away trips to London at the timejohn Lennon was shot,"
and Liverpool Bishop said that said Michael Heaton, the Minister
WMJI is planning future promo- of Culture for The Plain Dealer.
tions to coincide with releases of He recalled the effect i( had on
two more Beatles Anthologies in him, and "the permanency of the
fact that t he Be atles
would never get back
together." ,
Len non founded the
Beatles in 1956 after a
chance meeting with
McCartney at a church
function, and the two
collaborated on dozens
of hits spanning the
11
next decade until the
group's breakup in
1970. Their bond as
musicians was strong,
but their individual
~~Yesterday."
tastes had dominated
and challenged the
February and April of 1996. The bond into an inevitable parting of
station alsooffered Beatles T-shirts ways.
during their "Beatles Weekends,"
Their music moved millions of
courtesy of Daffy Dans. "We're the girls to tears, while at the same
only store that's stocking all 27 time remindmg fans of the treaofficially licensed Beatles T- sures of youth. "I appreciate them
shirts," said Dan Gray, owner and now more than at the time," said
founder of Daffy Dans.
60-year-oldShirleyFrancetic, who
Along with the television pre- gazed at the large display of Bea ties
miere of "Beatles Anthology " last items at Borders, admitting with
week came the release of the starry-eyed excitement that she
group's first single in 25 years, "Free had been a Beatles fan for years.
as a Bird," which combines
The Beatles composed songs
Lennon's voice with the voices of that characterized just about evthe other three members. The pro- ery human emotion - from the
gram also featured "Real Love," enthusiasm of assured love in "She
which will appear on The Beatles Loves You" lO the sentimentality
Anthologyll,scheduled for release of lost love depicted in"Yesterday."
in February.
The emotions and the group are
Without the presence of ageless and timeless.

The Beatles composed songs

that characterized just about
every human emotion - from
the enthusiasm of assured

love In She Loves You" to the

sentimentality of lost love
depleted In

(and ex-wife) into covering a fast-breaking news story before
leaving to remarry. Films are $4, $3 for CMA members.

Music
Belkin Productions and the Budweiser Concert Series an nouncethattheCandleboxconcert(withspecialguestsSponge
and Our Lady Peace) originally scheduled for Thursday, Nov. 9
at the CSU Convocation Center has been changed to Thursday,
Dec. 7 at the CSU Convocation Center at 7:30 p.m. The Dec. 7
performance honors tickets already purchased for Nov: 9.Tickets
are $18.50 in advance, $19.50 day of show, and are available at all
Ticketmaster locations.
The Cleveland Museum of Art, along with its University
Circle neighbors, presents the ~econd annual Holiday
Circle Fest Dec. 6 from 5 to 9 p.m. The winter evening open
house,complete with music,seasonalfood and drink, I uminaries
and holiday shopping, features the Festival of Lights. No fees or
registration are required for events on Dec. 6. For more information about other Holiday Circle Fest events, call791-3900.
The Cleveland Museum of Art observes World Aids Day on
Friday, Dec.l from lOa.m. to5:45 p.m. There will be an acappela
performance by the singing group, The Coast!iners, who will
also lead the audience on a walking tour of the AIDS bells,
stopping to sing appropriate music in each bell gallery. Admission to the museum and the events is free.

Theatre
Dobama's Night Kitchen presents The Realisti' World , a
60-minute improvisational soap opera that opens Saturday, Dec.
2 at 11 p.m. and runs through Dec. 23, friday and Saturday nights
at ll p.m. at Dobama Theatre. The RealistiC World, borrowed
from MTV's popular real-life drama, involves the daily lives of
seven strangers, aged 19-26 years old, chosen to share a house in
Tremont. Admission is $3. Call932-6838 for more information.
The Great Lakes Theater Festival's seventh-annual holiday
production of Charles D1ckens' A Christmas Carol runs now
through Dec. 24 in the Ohio Theatre, Playhouse Square Center.
The classic holiday tale involves Ebenezer Scrooge's journey toward redemption. Tickets range from $15 to $35. Call241-5490
for more ticket information and showtimes.

Commg Attractions were compiled by Lani Assily, assistant
entertainment editor.
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Giving Tree project reaches out to children and elderly

Brosnan strikes gold as Bond

Sherry Lucchetti

Andrea Tracy
Staff Reporter
Explosions, evil villains, cool
gadgets, impossible stunts, and
seducing every woman he comes
in contact with areal! the ingredients needed for a james Bond
movie. Since Sean Connery left
the role, however, many of the
Bond "replacements" have
struggled to capture the magic
that Connery brought to thecharacter. The new James Bond, Pierce
Brosnan, not only breathes new
life into 007, he brings his own
style and sophistication along
with it.
Goldeneye pits007 against renegade Russians and Irish freedom
fighters who have a score to settle
with the "Queen Mum." A stolen
Russian secret weapon, Goldeneye, threatens the safety of Great
Britain, and, as always, it is up to
James Bond to save the world one
more time.
Brosnan's portrayal of Bond is
seductive and very mysterious much like "Remington Steele"
circa 1985, except 007 knows karate. Brosnan slips effortlessly into
the role and interacts well with all
of his co-stars (not just the
women).
The new Bond girl, lzabella
Scorupco, plays the only Russian
to survive the heist of Goldeneye.
She becomes Bond's partner and
obsession. Scorupcocomplements
Brosnan well and shows that she
can hold her own on the big screen.
Goldeneye has action, violence,
death-defying stunts- some unbelievable ones. For instance, how

MetroHealrh, whoseonlyChristmasgifts may
be the ones that JCU students purchase for
For most of usatJohnCarroll Univer- them .
sity, Christmas is a time of joy A time to
For the past several years, Erin O'Brien has
take a break from the pressures of school, participated in the purchasing of gifts for the
relax and spend time with our families. children and elderly whose names appear on
We share holiday meals, spiritual cel- the Giving Tree. "For a lot of kids, this is the
ebrations, memories of Christmas past, only present they get," said O'Brien. "lf a name
is left on the tree,
that kid won 'tget
a present."
This is a rarity, however, sa1d
Valerie Hartman,
coordinator of
the project in the
past. "The response [to the
Giving Tree] has
been wonderfuL
Everyyear all the
names
were
taken [from the
tree]," she said.
james Sullivan,chairmanof
the Giving Tree
project this year
A child from Cleveland opens his gift from a member of the
said that theGivJCU coomunity.
i ng Tree is "a
laughter and gifts. And though we are chance for more fortunate people to help those
adults now and say that Christmas isn't less fortunate."
about getting presents-that isn't how
TheGivingTree was started as a way to help
we felt as children.
the migrant farm workers of Immokalee and
As a child, the allure of Santa Claus their children to have a happy Christmas. The
bringmg presents to all the good lntle children range in age from six to thirteen, and
girls and boys had us so excited that we usually over 100 gifts are given.
could hardly sleep Chnstmas Eve.
EveryyearoverChristmas break,JCU sends
When we woke up early Christmas six students to Immokalee to spend time with
morning, we found many presents un- the children doing educational activities. The
der the tree and hardly
knew what too pen first.
For many children, "If a name is left on the tree, that
however, this1s not how
they will remember kid won't get a present."
Chr ' 111
Assistant Features Editor

T~is C
~JT-IS_t_m_a_ssea-

son, the JCU community is reaching out to
those less fortunate with the 4th annual
Giving Tree.
Sponsored by the tudem Union, the
Giving Tree is just what its name suggests- a Christmas tree with tags of the
names of children from Immokalee,
Florida,Cleveland's Family Tra nsi tiona]
Housing, and the elderly from

presents that are purchased for these children
will be delivered during this year's trip.
Locally, gifts will be distributed to children,from the young age of one month through
age 17,on Saturday, December 9, by Cleveland
Family Transitional Housing.
The idea of giving gifts to the elderly at
MetroHeahh came about for much the same

reason. Many of these people are shut-ins
and are bed ridden. For them, the gift that
they receive as a result of the Giving Tree
real! y makes the holiday special.
To be a part of the Giving Tree tradition,
a student must take a name from the tree in
the Atrium and purchase a gift for the person whose name appears on the rag. The
student must then wrap the item and place
the tag from the tree on the gift. Gifts should
then be placed under the Christmas tree in

St. Francis Chapel.
Sullivan stressed the importance of following through if a tag is taken. This ensures that everyone will have something to
look forward to on Christmas. Hartman
also recommended educational and nonviolent gifts for the children.
"The children love it. When they hear
they're getting a present, they're so excited,"
said Hartman, "Their eyes light up with
something as little as a book or a football."

"Three-Point Attack" against cancer
Colleen Dugan
Staff Reporter
The National Association of Basketball
Coaches(NABC)and the Amencan Cancer
Society have joined together in an effort to
create awareness of the effects of cancer.
According to Jim Haney, NA BC executivedirector,Jim Valvano, former head basketball coach at North Carolina State who
died or cancer in 1993, was the inspiration
for this program.
jim Valvano's fight with cancet awakened us to the need for our association to
reach out to those in need," said Haney. "We
hope our efforts in conjunction with the
American Cancer Society will be
an asset in conquering this
dreaded disease."
The specific project of
thiscoalition isca lled the
"Three- Point Attack."
During the john Carroll
University basketball
season, every time a
member of the team
makes a three point shot, i~
aides the fight against cancer. Through pledges from
students, parents, organizations, and area businesses, each
thr - int r ill raise money.
T is is t e secona year that t e B ue
Streaks have been involved in this project,
and Coach Mike Moran is a big supporter.
"We're delighted to help out, because it's a
great, great cause," said Moran.
Moran is also encouraged by the fact
that the team is able to lend their support,
even if it is only in a small way. Some of his
players have even gone beyond this one
project and helped out in other ways at the
American Cancer Society.

One of the first basketball players to get
involved with this project was junior joey
Bigler. He aided the American Cancer Society in getting things started atjCU by giving them contact people, especially in the
sororities and fraternities at)CU.
Bigler, like many other students at Carroll, felt it was imponant to get involved in
this cause due to a personal experience. "It
looks good fortheschooland the team if we
get involved m he community and volunteering," said Bigler. "Life is not just about
playing basketball."
American Cancer Society volunteer
Leslie Carruthers is at the foref rontof JCU's
attack on cancer. She sees the "ThreePointAttack"as much more than justa
fundraising activity; it is a
public education event. The
main goals of the project are
to inform young people
about the danger of tobacco
use, help reinforce a healthy
lifestyle, reduce the number of
basket ball arenas that perm it
smoking, and increase funding for
cancer research, education, advocacy, and patient services.
According to Carruthers, more
than 400,000 people die yearly from
SI'(lQkin relat(.d~~~~~·~~~V·~~~:.. ____""'~':
cer. That 1s more t an a co o , cocaine,
crack, heroine, murder, suicide, car accidents, and AIDS combined.
"In addition to serving public education,
we are trying to get students introduced to
volunteering," said Carruthers. She encourages everyone in theJCU community
to get involved by helping at the booth,
pledging support as a group, soliciting area
businesses for contributions, or simply volunteering at the American Cancer Society.
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Art
The Canterbury Sculpture Comminee is holding irs second
annual art show to benefit the Canterbury Elementary School at
John Carroll Universny's Grasselli Library, now through Dec. 7.
The works range widely from large paintings to many small
works for the purpose of commiss1oninga public, hands-on sculpture for 1he school grounds.

Film

Pierce Brosnan stars as James Bond in United Artists' Goldeneye.
many times have you ridden a motorcycle over a cliff to catch a
plane? Bondfansareinforatreat,
and even people who have never
seen a 007 movie will have no
problem being swept into it.
For women who were in love
with
Brosnan from -his
"Remington Steele" days, he looks
better than ever. He is on the big
screen wearing everything from a
tuxedo to a swimsuit. Need I say
more?

Hopefully, Goldeneye is the
start of a neweraofBond. Brosnan
definite! y delivers, and the plot
and writing are solid. With the
Cold War over, the filmmakers
produced a plausible plot involvingaconflict with Russians, without making Russia the villain.
So, if fate is with us, Brosnan
will be answering that famous
question about his identity for
years to come: "I'm Bond. ]ames
Bond."

john Travolta and Harry Belafonte star in WhiteMan's Bur-

den from Savoy Pictures and Rysher Entertainment, openmg
tomorrow (Friday, Dec. D. The disturbing and provocative "what
if?" drama involves a white man trying to succeed in a world in
which racial balance of power has been reversed.

Cl
Beatles remembered as 'symbol of generation from which they evolved'
Rachel Hayes

But Borders hasn't been the · Lennon, a true reunion was not
only one spreading Beatlemania. possible. On Dec 8,1980, Lennon
The year was 1964: The band,
"We're doing very extensive was murdered by a fan in front of
composed of four moptops from promotions," said Mark Bishop, his apartment building in New
Liverpool, England, would trans- promotion and marketing direc- York.
form them usic sceneforevery ge n- tor of WMJI105.7. The station re"I was living in New York City
eration to come. The four lads - cently gave away trips to London at the timejohn Lennon was shot,"
john Lennon, Paul McCartney, and Liverpool. Bishop said that said Michael Heaton, the Minister
George Harrison and Ringo Starr, WMJI is planning future promo- of Culture for The Plain Dealer.
were welcomed by a feverish pitch tions to coincide with releases of He recalled the effect it had on
of howling screams and thunder- two more Beatles Anthologies in him, and "the permanency of the
ous applause as they arfact that the Beatles
rived in America. They
would never get back
hit the top of the charts The Beatles composed songs together."
with "I Want to Hold
Lennon founded the
Your Hand," the first of
that characterized just about Beatles in 1956 after a
20 songs to hit No. L
chance meeting with
The Beatles are the every human emotion - from
McCartney at a church
symbol of the generafunction, and the two
tion from which they
collaborated on dozens
the enthusiasm of assured
evolved. From the
of hits spanning the
bubble gum card lads
11
next decade until the
that wowed American Jove in 5he Loves You" to the
group's breakup in
audiences on the "Ed
1970. Their bond as
Sullivan Show" in Feb- sentimentality of lost love
musicians was strong,
ruary, 1964, to the poets,
but their individual
philosophers and peace- depicted in ~~Yesterday."
tastes had dominated
makers that emerged in
and challenged the
the years that followed, their mu- February and April of 1996. The bond into an inevitable parting of
sic developed a more serious tone station also offered Beatles T-sh1rts ways.
that paralleled the late 1960's war- during their "Beatles Weekends,"
Their music moved millions of
struck culture.
courtesy of Daffy Dans. "We're the girls to tears, while at the same
Beatlemania has been resur- only store that's stocking all 27 time reminding fans of the trearected as the release of the Fab officially licensed Beatles T- sures of youth. "I appreciate them
Four's first album in 25 years hit shirts," said Dan Gray, owner and now more than at the time," said
record stores Tuesday, Nov. 21. Sev- founder of Daffy Dans.
60-year·old Shirley Francetic, who
eral area record stores have been
Along with the television pre- gazed at the large display of Beatles
promoting this legendary record- miere of "Beatles Anthology" last items at Borders, admitting with
ing. At the music department of week came the release of the starry-eyed excitement that she
Borders Books and Music in group's first single in 25 years, "Free had been a Beatles fan for years.
Beachwood, several people gath- as a Bird," which combines
The Beatles composed songs
ered to witness the phenomenon. Lennon's voice with the voices of that characterized just about evThe store hosted a giveaway in the other three members. The pro- ery human emotion -from the
which one winner received The gram also featured "Real Love," enthusiasm of assured love in "She
Beatles Anthology I for guessing which will appear on The Beatles Loves You" to the sentimentality
how many"diamonds were in the Anthology Il,scheduled forrelease oflostlovedepicted in "Yesterday."
sky" (mimicking the Beatles hit, in February.
The emotions and the group are
"Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds")
Without the presence of ageless and timeless.
Staff Reporter

Music
Belkin Productions and the Budweiser Concert Series announce that the Candleboxconcert (with special guests Sponge
and Our Lady Peace)originallyscheduled for Thursday, Nov. 9
at the CSU Convocation Center has been changed to Thursday,
Dec. 7 at the CSU Convocation Center at 7:30 p.m. The Dec. 7
performance honors rickets already purchased for Nov: 9. Tickets
are $18.50 in advance, $19.50 day of show, and are available at all
Ticketmaster locations.
The Cleveland Museum of Art, along with its University
Circle neighbors, presents the ~econd annual Holiday
Circlefest Dec. 6 from 5 to 9 p.m. The winter evening open
house,complete with music,seasonalfood and drink, luminaries
and holiday shopping, features the Festival of Lights. No fees or
registration are required for events on Dec. 6. For more information about other Holiday Circle Fest events, call79l-3900.
The Cleveland Museum of Art observes World Aids Day on
Friday, Dec.1 from !Oa.m. to 5:45p.m. There will bean acappela
performance by the singing group, The Coastliners, who will
also lead the audience on a walking tour of the AIDS bells,
stopping to sing appropriate music in each bell gallery. Admission tot he museum and the events IS free.

Theatre
Dobama's Night Kitchen presents The Realisti~ World, a
60-minute improvisational soap opera that opensSarurd:ty, Dec.
2 at ll p.m and runs through Dec. 23, Friday and Saturday nights
at 11 p.m. at Dobama Theatre. The Realistic World, borrowed
from MTV's popular real-life drama, involves the daily hves of
seven strangers, aged 19-26 years old, chosen to share a house m
Tremont. Admission is $3. Call932-6838 for more information.
The Great Lakes Theater Festival's seventh-annual holiday
production of Charles Dickens' A Christmas Carol runs now
through Dec. 24 in the Ohio Theatre, Playhouse Square Center.
The classic holiday tale involves Ebenezer Scrooges journey toward redemption. Tickets range from $15 to $35. Call241-5490
for more ticker information and showtimes.

Coming Attractions were compiled by Lani Assily, assistant
entertainment editor.
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Inside play a must to women's b-ball success
Kevin Bactvnan
Staff Reporter
Coach Carol Dugan said she
knowsthiswill probably be an up
and down season. After the first
four games, the roller coaster ride
is just beginning.
The john Carroll University
Blue Streaks opened the regular
season at the Calvin Tournament,
Nov. 17 where they dropped the
first game to the host school64-6l.
They rebounded the next day to
take theconsolation game,defeat-

ing Hope College 73-62.
Coach Carol Dugan said she is
pleased with the way the Streaks
are playingat this point of the season.
"II ike our intensity on defense,"
Dugan said. "We're going to put
some pressure on people.
Against Musk ingum, forward
Erin Biehle came off the bench to
score a game-high 17 points while
pulling down seven rebounds.
Biehle shot 6-7 from the field and
5-5 from the foul line. Biehle was

also named OAC Women's Basketball Player of the Week.
"Erin played a very steady, very
poised game," Dugan said.
Alongwith Bieh le,senior point
guard Bridgette Moran scored 14
whilejunior small forward Megan
Campbell added n
"I think the team's really gelling together," Biehle, a freshman,
said. "I was excited just to get the
opportunity to get in the game
and contribute."
Campbellsaidshethinkssome

Volleyball's magical ride ends vs. Cal Lutheran
Randy Loeser
Staff Reporter
The John Carroll University
volleyball team played out the
script almost perfectly; Win the
first game, lose the nexttwo. They
had done it all year. It was like a
Hollywood script writer had written the scene. However, this time
California Lutheran stood in the
way of a happy ending.
A happier ending will have to
wait until next season for the Blue
Streaks. They could not muster a
comeback against the Regals, the
No. 5 team in the country in the
NCAA quarterfinals at John Carroll on Saturday, November 18.
Despite roaring out with a 15ll win in game one, the Streaks
were not able to capitalize and
seize the momentum, dropping
the nex ttwo games, 15-815-4. But
as was the case all the season, the
Streaks felt they could rebound.
"The first three games were
nothmg out of the normal, it was
howwehad
all
"satd
oac
re te e 11
ell rec 11.
"Even though we played true to
our form, we just couldn't put it
together."
Despite the loss, the Streaks
equaled their previous best in nallonal play by advancing to the
NCAA quarterfinals. Weitbretcht
was impressed with the Regals.
"I can see our team playing like
Cal Lutheran a year from now,'
said Weitbretch. "They had six

solid players on the floor, and they
anacked our defense."
Losses in game four, and the
match, did not dapen the Streaks'
accomplishments this season.
"We definitely gained an identity, but it took us a while, " said
Weitbrecht. "At the start of the
season, we knew we had theta lent
but I think these girls questioned
themselves. It took some bumps
and bruises, but we got to a point
where we were sick of losing. We
defined our season with our willingness to refuse to quit."
just getting to the playoffs
should have been enough for JCU.
Many looked at 1995 as a rebuilding year with the loss of AllAmerican Stacey Mullally and
four seniors. But strong play from
a tested group of sophomores and
juniors as well as an athletic fresh men class.
"Other than Ohio Northern,
who will lose some seniors, most
of the teams will continue to grow
"I
" id Weitbre
alon wtt
l 1111

1 1e

e~son~

ear ne

t JJ ssea-

son in competition will give us an
advantage [for next season]."
Freshman setter Leslie Dissel,
junior middle hitter Elizabeth
Black, sophomore outside hitter
Lori Hammer and sophomore Pam
Jimison all added their names to
thejCU record books in 1995.
D1ssel broke Leslie Mahl's
single season record for assists,
connecting on 1,252 this year.

Black and Hammer had thedistinction of playing in alll27 games
this season , breaking the previous
mark of lll set by junior Katy
Perrone in 1994.
Jimison's 578 digs surpassed
the previous best of 556 set by
Maria Grzesik in 1986.

of the younger players are stepping into their roles nicely.
"We got off to a good start,"
Campbell said. "We're real young
but we're playing real well together
and we're learning every day
One th ings the Streaks need to
continue to improve on is their
rebounding, especially on the offensive end, Dugan said. I think
we shot well from the floor[49.1%],
but we only had 13 offensive
boards," Dugan said. "We need to
be hungrier going against the offensive glass."
The Streaks did convert from
the charity stripe, hitting 25 of 31
for the game, including 10-10 from
Moran in the final minutes.
The Streaks opened their game
against Edinboro looking to get
the ball inside. Their tactics
worked- in the first half.
A!though Edinboroohad three
starers taller than 5'11, guards

Moran and Mihalic did an excellent job of getting the ball inside
to Brenlove and Biehle, who had 9
and 7 points respectively at the
break with the score tied at 4 3.
The second half was a different
story.
Edinboro put on a full court
press that the Blue Streaks could
not.handle and the Fighting Scots
won 86-66.
"They [Edinboro! dictated the
tempo in the second half," said
Dugan. "We needed to look over
thetop[of the press[and takeaway
some of their pressure."
Brenlove led the Blue Streaks
with 16 points and Biehle chipped
in with 9. Deanna Bahhurgrabbed
a team-high ll rebounds.
Carroll will be back in action
this weekend on December 1-2.
They will compete in the Bluffton
Tournament They will travel to
Mount Union on December 5.

Grapplers overcome key absences in opener
JCU Improves to all-time record against CWRU to 19-1
Steven ColalaMI

for the Streaks.
Now in its 32nd season,thejCU
wrestling program raised its career record against CWRU to 19l, despite the absences of senior
standouts Huszczo and McGuire.
At 118pounds, Huszczodid not
com pete against the Spartans due
to a knee injury McGuire, at 190
pounds, had spent only one week
with the wrestling team followinghisretumaftercompletingthe
football season.

was not totally pleased with
his performance. "1'm happy
that I won. but I know I have a
lot of room for improvement,'
he said 'Cleveland State (Nov.
29)will be a real challenge, but
the team is working hard and
preparing for a tough match."
Reveron, a letter winner
from a year ago, was very happy
with his match and the team's
overall showing. "Forthe opening match, the team did very

the meet. Sophomore 142- pleased with the effort put forth
pounder Chris Roman pinned by the kids," said Coach Kerry
the Spartans' Nate Cobb. Fresh- . Volkmann. "The guys were ready
manjimAyers,inthe177-pound to go. I just have to rememberthat
bout, also recorded an impres- we sent seven freshmen and
sive victory by pinning the sophomores out there and came
Spartans' Mark Warren 15 sec- awaywithavictory. We were missonds into the match. Sopho- ing some key people, but we got
mores Javier Reveron [118 great efforts all around.'
Despite recording a pin in his
pounds! and David jones [126
pounds! also recorded victories first match of the season, Roman

to be more physical and make
fewer mental mistakes against
ClevelandState. Thosetwofactors are the keys to victory.•
The Streaks, ranked 18th in
the Division Ill Coaches Top 25
Poll, will begin grappling with
the rest of the OAC when they
hit the mat on December 8 at
the Ohio Northern Tournament.

Staff Reporter
Despite the absence of returning All-American JJ.
Huszczo and national qualifier
John McGuire, the John Carroll
wrestling team was able to win
In its first dual meet of the season. Drowning cross-town rival
Case Western Reserve University, 35-10.
Lack of experience was nota
problem for John Carroll as it

O'Rielly's
15 cent wings Wednesdays and Sunday
20% discount on all food to all Carroll
students,
faculty, and staff except specials

Guiness, Murphy's, Harp, Double
Diamond, Woodpecker Cider, and
Watney's by the pint and 1/2 pint

Rolling Rock Draft Specials!
The freshman forward was
named OAC Player of the
Week while making 6-of-7
from the field and 5-of-5 from
the free throw line for a teamhigh 17 points. Biehle pulled
downed a team-high seven
rebounds in helping the Blue
Streaks past Muskingum 80-74.

The senior center was named
the Carnegie-Mellon Invitational Most Valuable Player.
Sesplankis scored 30 points,
grabbed I 6 rebounds, made
four steals, blocked a shot
and recorded an assist in
helping Carroll improve its
record to 3-1.

11 a.m. - 2 a.m.- lunch and
dinner specials
kitchen closes at 11 p.m.
free parking at rear of the building

321-9356
Located in cedar Center
13962 Cedar Road
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Swimmers hoping to conquer seventh consecutive OAC titles
Jude Kllly

Staff Reporter
The john Carroll Universi ty
swim season has been a blur so far
in 1995-96.
Not because it has proceeded
so quick 1y, but because it has been
hard for JCU to assess how it will
stand up against the Ohio Athletic Conference.
"Right now it is just so earl y,"
said Blue Streak Coach Matt
Lenhart,theOAC Women 'sCoach
of the Year four times and the conferences' Men 's Coach of the Year
three times. "After this weekend,
things will be in a lot better focus. ·
The Streaks have not been concerned with posting victories this
season. Instead, they have used
theirfirst events oft he young season to focus on what will work
best for them this year.
"We really can't say we are one
and two(orthatwe have a record),"
said Lenhart, whose team competed at the OAC Relay Meet November 4, at Washington &:
Jefferson and then Grove City November 10 and 11, and then at the
Allegheny lnvitational on November 17 and 18. "We have been
trying to look at people in certain
events."
Lenhart said he expects this
weekend's DePauw Invitational.
an all Division-lll meet in
Greencastle, IN, to helpJCU gauge

itself for 1995-96.
"This weekend will tell us
where we are at ," said Lenhart, of
the twq-day event which begins
tomorrow and finishes up Saturday. "We will be swimming the
events that we swim at the OAC
Championships."
Lenhart and company are
somewhat aware of what is ahead
of them this season. They know
that freestylers Ashley Maurer and
Sara Mi tc he\1 are gone from last
year's women's team. The men's
team also knows that three-time
OAC Sw immer of the Meet, Jim
Petkunas, who swam the both
freest yle and butterfly among
other even ts, Eric Rapp, a
backstroker and sprint freestyler
Rich Farkas are gone.
All have used up their eligibility.
"l really think we are going to
be able to cover the loss of Ashley
and Sara," said Lenhart. "It will be
more difficult with the guys. Jim
will be tough to replace because
he swam a lot of things well. Rich
will'a !so be very tough to replace."
In fact, for the first time in JCU's
seven years, there is a possibility
that the men might not bring
home a conference crown.
"The guys are a little behind
the eight ball for the first time,"
Lenhart said. "But we don't usually come around until after we

-

Junior Jay Donato swims the backstroke last season as he aids the Blue Streaks to an Ohio
Athletic Conference Championship
get back from Florida (over Winter Break)," said Lenhart. "I kind
of get the feeling that Mount
(Union) thinks the OAC is theirs.
We'll have to wait until February
(when OACCham pionships are)"
Af terall,even if Petkunas,Rapp
and Farkas are gone, a solid
nucleus of upperclassmen have
returned,led bytwo-timenational
qualifying diver, junior Frank
D'Angelo, as well as last year's conference championship Co-Swimmers of the Meet, jumor
freestylerJeff Juergens and utility

man Matt Olver, also a junior. Senior sprint freestyler James Auricchio has returned from a oneyear hiatus out of the water.
Lenhart said thatjucrgens,junior backstrokerJayDonatoand senior frees tyler Rob Morris have all
been swimming well.
There ismorecertaintythatthe
women to win a seventh consecutive OAC title. Lenhart said with
last year's national qualifier,Peggy
Dempsey (senior, freestyle), Pam
Jimison (sophomore, freestyle),
Roslyn Valentino (junior,

breastroke), Carrie Greenplate
(sophomore, freestyle), Brenna
Carey (sophomore, freestyle) and
Laura Gerken (senior, freestyle) the
women will be solid, top-to-bottom again. ValentLnoand Gerken
m1ssed the first semester of 199495 studying abroad
"The women look pretty solid,"
said Lenhart "They will be very
deep again this year and their diving will be betterthan last season.
If you were to take a consensus
(poll} of OACcoaches, the women
would probably be favored."

Men's hoops looking for revenge against Muskingum
Erik Boland
And this year, we're scoring a lot Richardson! there should be no ship triumph over host Carnegiemore points."
reason why we shouldn't Mellon, but remained unimStaff Reporter
Depending on your point of
Sesplankis, named the out rebound any team in the pressed with his play. · lean shoot
view,Muskingum iseitherthe best Carnegie-Mellon MVP by scoring league."
better,"Richardsonsaid." All-tourScoring from the outside also nament things, they just go to the
ortheworstplaceforthejohnCar- 30 points and grabbi ng 16 reroll MelT's ba:sketb"all team"t''apt!tt""~~~~~~~-;;i;;iiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;i;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-llft
their OAC season.
two game, still
points because I took a lot of shots.
It was there, last year, where sees room for
"With OUr front 1/ne, there
Eventually, one or two of them is
the bottom dropped out of the improvement
bound togo in."
Blue Streaks season. As the team in his game.
ShOUld be nO reaSOn Why We
Chipping in off the bench was
took turns hurling rocks at the
"I
was
sophomoreshootingguard/small
basket, Muskingum took charge happy with
ShOUldn't OUtteboUnd any
forward Mark Heidorf who conearlywith a21-0lead,enrouteto some aspects
tributed 13 points and nine rea 91-60 romp.
of my game,
team in the league."
bounds for the two games. Junior
guard joey Bigler also came in off
"That was a low, the deepest but there were
part of the valley," Coach Mike other parts
ff
the bench and scored 13 in the
Moran said. "We were just never in Coach[Moran!
Je Sesplankis
championship game, including 3religions
the
threegame.
times l l switched
think during
that
game."
"Everyoneknowswhatwenton
there last year and how bad we
played," Senior center Jeffrey
Sesplankis said. "At that point in
the game [down 21-0]1 cannot explain the feelings I had, being out

and
dis-to man defense, becussed.l Man
ingmoreaggressiveontheboards,"
Sesplankis said. "Its my point of
view that with our front line
[Sesplankis, Artie Taylor, and

was a factor in the CarnegieMellon Invitational victory.
Richardsonshothiswayontothe
all-tournament team by scoring
24 points in the66-61champion-

~:e~e o~at~e ~~~rt as~~rt;in~~;

Embarassment."
"We defenitely want to come
out and start the OAC season on
therightnotebygettingalittlebit
of revenge on Muski ngum,and get
ridoftheghostthat'sbeenhaumingustheentireoffseason,"Junior
starting small forward ].].
Richardson said.
The Muskingum loss typified
last season as the team struggled
toscore. However,ingettingoffto
3-1 start this year, including two
victory in last week's CarnegieMellon Invitational, the Blue
Streaks look to have a more consistentoffensiveattack.
"We're a better offensive team
than we have been in the past."
Moran said. "We're going to have
to become a better rebounding
team. though, to win in the OAC."
"Peoplearemoreconfindentin
the shots they take," Sesplankis
said."We'remorerelaxedoutthere.
[Last year! people were uptight
about taking shots. You J·ust have
to fire away and hope they go in.
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for-4 from the three-point arc.
~He (Heidorf! does everything
well," Moran said. "He's great at
screening, getting loose balls, a
\good\ defender.'
I t1mf I n jon easel he becomemuchsounderwith the ball,"
Moran added. "As a coach, I feel
cofident in the kid, he's making
good decisions this year."
The Blue Streaks open their
home schedule next Wednesday
night [December 6th!, as they
hostMoum Union at 7:30p.m. in
the Don Shula SportsCemer. JCU
will travel toOtterbein the following day to play the Cardinals.
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Inside play a must to women's b-ball success
Kevin Bactvnan
Staff Reporter
Coach Carol Dugan said she
knowsthiswill probably bean up
and down season. After the first
four games. the roller coaster ride
is just begwning.
The john Carroll University
Blue Streaks opened the regular
season at the Calvin Tournament,
Nov. 17 where they dropped the
first game to the hosrschool64-61.
They rebounded the next day to
take the consolation game, defeat-

mg Hope College 73-62.
Coach Carol Dugan said she is
pleased with the way the StreakS'
are playing at this point of the season.
"llikeour intensityon defense."
Dugan said. "We're going to put
some pressure on people.
Against Muskingum, forward
Erin Biehle came off the bench tO
score a game-high 17 points while
pulling down seven rebounds.
Biehle shot 6-7 from the field and
5-5 from the foul line. Biehle was

alsonamedOACWomen'sBasketball Player of the Week.
"Erin played a very steady, very
poised game; Dugan said.
Along with Biehle,senior poin r
guard Bridgette Moran scored 14
while junior small forward Megan
Campbell added 13.
"[ think the team's really gelling together." Biehle, a freshman,
said. "I was excited just to get the
opportunny to get in the game
and contribute."
Campbellsaid she thinks some

Volleyball's magical ride ends vs. Cal Lutheran
Randy Loeser

solid players on the floor, and they
attacked our defense.·
Losses in game four, and the
match, did not dapen the Streaks'
accomplishments this season.
"We definitely gained an identity, but it took us a while, " said
Weitbrecht. "At the stan of the
season, we knew we had the talent
but I think these girls questioned
themselves. It took some bumps
and bruises, but we got to a point
where we were sick of losing. We
defined our season with our willingness to refuse to quit."
just getting to the playoffs
should have been enough for jCU.
Many looked at 1995 as a rebuilding year with the loss of AllAmerican Stacey Mullally and
fourseniors. Butstrongplayfrom
a tested group of sophomores and
jun iorsas well as an athletic freshmen class.
"Other than Ohio Northern,
who will lose some seniors, most
of the teams will continue to grow
• ·
't r
"1
had
all
• said alo w·
oac
rete 1en
ell rec Jt . t tn t c csson:. earne t 115 sea"Even though we played true to son in competition will give us an
our form, we just couldn't put it advantage [for next season[."
Freshman setter Leslie Dissel,
together."
Despite the loss, the Streaks junior middle hitter Elizabeth
equaled their previous best in na- Black, sophomore outside hitter
tional play by advancing to the Lori Hammer and sophomore Pam
NCAAquarterfinals. Wettbretcht Jimison all added their names to
the]CU record books in 1995.
was impressed with the Regals.
Dissel broke Leslie Mahl's
"lcanseeourteam playing like
Cal Lutheran a year from now, • single season record for assists,
said Weitbretch. "They had six connecting on 1,252 this year.

Staff Reporter
The john Carroll University
volleyball team played out the
script almost perfectly; Win the
first game, lose the next two. They
had done it all year. It was like a
Hollywood scriptwriter had written the scene. However, this time
California Lutheran stood in the
way of a happy ending.
A happier ending will have to
wait until next season for the Blue
Streaks. They could not muster a
comeback against the Regals, the
No. 5 team in t~e country in the
NCAA quarter£inals at john Carroll on Saturday, November 18.
Despite roaring out with a 1511 win in game one, the Streaks
were not able to capitalize and
seize the momentum, dropping
the next two games, 15-815-4. But
as was the case all the season, the
Streaks felL they could rebound.
"The first three games were
nothing out of the normal, it was

Black and Hammer had the distinction of playing inalll27 games
this season, breaking the previous
mark of lll set by junior Katy
Perrone in 1994.
Jimison's 578 digs surpassed
the previous best of 556 set by
Maria Grzesik in 1986.

of the younger players are stepping into their roles nicely.
"We got off to a good start,"
Campbell said. "We're real young
but we're playing real well together
and we're learning every day.
One things the Streaks need to
continue to improve on is their
rebounding,especiallyon the offensive end, Dugan said. I think
we shot well from the floor[ 49.1 %l
but we only had 13 offensive
boards," Dugan said. "We need to
be hungrier going against the offensive glass."
The Streaks did convert from
the charity stripe, hitting 25 of 31
forthegame,including 10-lOfrom
Moran in the final minutes.
TheStreaksopened their game
against Edinboro looking to get
the ball inside. Their tactics
worked- in the first half.
A!though Edinboro o had three
starers taller than 5'11, guards

Moran and Mihalic did an excellent job of getting the ball inside
to Brenlove and Biehle, who had 9
and 7 points respectively at the
break with the score tied at 43.
The second half was a different
story.
Edinboro put on a full court
press that the Blue Streaks could
nothandleand theFightingScots
won 86-66.
"They [Edinboro] dictated the
tempo in the second half," said
Dugan. "We needed to look over
thetop[of the press land takeaway
some of their pressure."
Brenlove led the Blue Streaks
with16pointsand Biehle chipped
in with 9. Deanna Bahhur grabbed
a team -high II rebounds.
Carroll will be back in action
this weekend on December 1-2.
They will compete in the Bluffton
Tournament. They will travel to
Mount Union on December 5.

Grapplers overcome key absences in opener
JCU Improves to all-time record against CWRU to 19-1
StevM Colaianni

for the Streaks.
Nowinits32ndseason,thejCU
wrestling program raised its career record against CWRU to 191, despite the absences of senior
standouts Huszczo and McGuire.
A tll8 pounds, Huszczo did not
compete against the Spartans due
to a knee injury. McGuire, at 190
pounds, had spent only one week
with the wrestling team followinghisreturnaftercompletingthe
football season.

was not totally pleased with
his performance. "I'm happy
that 1 won, but I know I have a
l.ot of room for improvement,'
he saicl 'Cleveland State INov.
29]will be a real challenge, but
the team is working hard and
preparing for a tough match."
Reveron, a letter winner
fromaytarago,wasveryhappy
with his match and the team's
overall showing. "Fortheopening match, the team did very

the meet. Sophomore 142- pleased with the effort put forth
pounder Chris Roman pinned by the kids," said Coach Kerry
the Spartans' Nate Cobb. Fresh- .Volkmann. "The guys were ready
manjlmAyers,inthel77-pound to go. 1just have to rememberthat
bout. also recorded an impres- we sent seven freshmen and
sive victory by pinning the sophomores out there and came
Spartans' Mark Warren 15 sec- away with a victory. We were missonds into the match. Sopho- ing some key people, but we got
mores Javier Reveron [118 great efforts all around."
Despite recording a pin in his
pounds] and David jones [126
pounds] also recorded victories first match of the season, Roman

to be more physical and make
fewer mental mistakes against
Cleveland State. Those rwo factors are the keys to victory.•
The Streaks, rariked 18th in
rhe Division III Coaches Top 25
Poll, will begin grappling with
the rest of theOAC when they
hit the mat on December 8 at
the Ohio Northern Tournament.

Staff Reporter
Despite the absence of returning All-American j.j.
Huszczo and national qualifier
john McGuire, the john Carroll
wrestling team was able to win
in its first dual meet of the season. Drowning cross-town rival
Case Western Reserve University, 35-10.
Lack of experiencewasnota
problem for john Carroll as it

O'Rielly's
15 cent wings Wednesdays and Sunday
20% discount on all food to all Carroll
students,
faculty, and staff except specials

Guiness, Murphy's, Harp, Double
Diamond, Woodpecker Cider, and
Watney's by the pint and 1/2 pint

Rolling Rock Draft Specials!
Freshman
The freshman forward was
named OAC Player of the
Week while making 6-of-7
from the field and 5-of-5 from
the free throw line for a teamhigh 17 points. Biehle pulled
downed a team-high seven
rebounds in helping the Blue
Streaks past Muskingum 80-74.

The senior center was named
the Carnegie-Mellon Invitational MostValuable Player.
Sesplankis scored 30 points,
grabbed 16 rebounds, made
four steals, blocked a shot
and recorded an assist in
helping Carroll improve its
record to 3-1 .

11 a.m. - 2 a.m.- lunch and
dinner specials
kitchen closes at 11 p.m.
free parking at rear of the building

321-9356
Located in cedar Center
13962 Cedar Road
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Swimmers hoping to conquer seventh consecutive OAC titles
Jude Kllly
Staff Reporter
The John Carroll University
swim season has been a blur so far
in 1995-96.
Not because it has proceeded
so quickly, but because 1t has been
hard for JCU to assess how it will
stand up against the Ohio Athletic Conference.
"Right now it is just so early,"
said Blue Streak Coach Matt
Lenhart, the OAC Women'sCoach
of the Year four times and the conferences' Men's Coach of the Year
three times. "After this weekend,
things will be in a lot better focus."
The Streaks have not been concerned with posting victories this
season. Instead, they have used
theirfirst events of the young season to focus on what will work
best for them this year.
"We really can't say we are one
andtwo(orthatwehavea record),"
said Lenhart, whose team competed at the OAC Relay Meet November 4, at Washington &
jefferson and then Grove City November 10 and 11, and then at the
Allegheny Invitational on Novern ber 17 and 18. "We have been
trying to look at people in certain
events."
Len hart said he expects this
weekend's DePauw Invitational,
an all Division-Ill meet in
Greencastle, IN ,to help jCU gauge

itself for 1995-96.
"This weekend will tell us
where we are at," said Lenhart, of
the twq-day event which begins
tomorrow and finishes up Saturday. "We will be swimming the
events that we swim at the OAC
Championships."
Lenhart and company are
somewhat aware of what is ahead
of them this season. They know
that freestylersAshleyMaurerand
Sara Mitchell are gone from last
year's women's team. The mens
team also knows that three-time
OAC Swimmer of the Meet, jim
Petkunas, who swam the both
freestyle and butterfly among
other events, Eric Rapp, a
backstroker and sprint freestyler
Rich Farkas are gone.
All have used up their eligibility.
"I really think we are going to
be able to cover the loss of Ashley
and Sara,"said Lenhart. "It will be
more difficult with the guys. Jim
will be tough to replace because
he swam a lot of things well. Rich
will also be very tough to replace ."
In fact, for the first time injCU's
seven years, there is a possibility
that the men might not bring
home a conference crown.
"The guys are a little behind
the eight ball for the first time,"
Lenhart said. "But we don't usually come around until after we

Junior Jay Donato swims the backstroke last season as he aids the Blue Streaks to an Ohio
Athletic Conference Championship
get back from Florida (over Win ter Break)," said Lenhart. "l kind
of get the feeling that Mount
(Union) thinks the OAC is theirs.
We'll have to wait until February
(when OACChampionshipsare)."
Afterall,even ifPetkunas, Rapp
and Farkas are gone, a solid
nucleus of upperclassmen have
returned, led by two-time national
qualifying diver, junior Frank
D'Angelo, as well as last year's conference championship Co-Swimmers of the Meet, junior
freestylerjeff Juergens and utility

man Matt Olver, also a junior. Senior sprint freestyler james Auricchio has returned from a oneyear hiatus out of the water.
Lenhartsaid thatjuergens.junior backstroker jay Donato and senior frees tyler Rob Morris have all
been swimming well .
There is more certainty that the
women to win a seventh consecutive OAC title. Lenhart said with
last year's national qualifier, Peggy
Dempsey (senior, freestyle), Pam
Jimison (sophomore, freestyle),
Roslyn
Valentino (junior,

breastroke), Carrie Greenplare
(sophomore, freestyle), Brenna
Carey (sophomore. freestyle) and
Laura Gerken (senior, freestyle) the
women will be solid, top-to-bottom again . Valentino and Gerken
missed the first semester of 199495 studyingabroad.
"The women look pretty solid."
said Lenhart. "They will be very
deepagam thls year and theirdivingwill be betterthan last season.
If you were to take a consensus
(poll) of OAC coaches, the women
would probably be favored."

Men's hoops looking for revenge against Muskingum
Erik Boland
And this year, we're scoring a lot Richardson] there should be no ship triumph over host CarnegieStaff Reporter
more points."
reason why we shouldn't Mellon , but remained unimSesplankis,
named
the outrebound any team in the pressedwithhisplay."Icanshoot
Depending on your point of
view,Muskingum iseitherthe best Carnegie-Mellon MVP by scoring league."
better." Richardson said." All-tourortheworstplai:eforthejohnCar- 30 points and grabbing 16 reScoring from the outside also nament thmgs, they just go to the
roll Men's baskerb"altrearrn:ooperr-~,_mm-m-rn,t;~~iiiii;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;i;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'-11ttErtrt
their OAC season.
two game, still
points because I took a lot of shots.
It was there, last year, where sees room for
Eventually, one or two of them is
the bottom dropped out of the improvement
bound to go in."
Blue Streaks season. As the team in his game.
Chipping in off the bench was
"I
was
sophomoreshootingguard/small
took turns hurling rocks at the
basket, Muskingum took charge happy with
forward Mark Heidorf who conearlywith a21-0iead,enrouteto some aspects
tributed 13 points and nine rea 91-60 romp.
of my game,
bounds for the two games. Junior
"That was a low, the deepest butthere were
guard joey Bigler also came in off
part of the valley," Coach Mike other parts
ff
the bench and scored 13 in the
Je Sesplankis
championship game, mcluding3Moransaid. "We were just never in Coach[Moran]

"W/th OUr front /lne, there
ShOUld be nO reaSOn Why We
ShOUldn't OUtteboUnd any
team /n the league."

the
sWitched
religions
threegame.
times l !think
during
that
game."
"Everyoneknowswhatwenron
there last year and how bad we
played," Senior center Jeffrey
Sesplankis said. "At that point in
thegame[down21-0llcannotexplain the feelings I had, being out

and
dis-to man defense, becussed.I Man
ingmoreaggressiveontheboards,"
Sesplankis said. "Its my point of
view that with our front line
[Sesplankis, Artie Taylor, and

was a factor in the CarnegieMellon Invitational victory.
Richardson shot his way onto the
all-tournament team by scoring
24pointsinthe66-61champion-

~:e:e o~at~e ct~uert as:~rt;in~~;

Embarassment."
"We defenitely want to come
out and start the OAC season on
therightnotebygettingalittlebit
ofrevengeonMuskingum,andget
ridoftheghostthat'sbeenhauntingustheentireoffseason,"junior
starting small forward J.].
Richardson said.
The Muskingum loss typified
lastseasonastheteamstruggled
to score. However, in getting off to
3-1 start this year, including two
victory in last week's CarnegieMellon Invitational, the Blue
Streaks look to have a more consistent offensive attack.
"We're a better offensive team
than we have been in the past."
Moran said. "We're going to have
to become a better rebounding
team, though, to win in the OAC"
"Peoplearemoreconfindentin
the shots they take," Sesplankis
said."We're morerelaxedout there.
!Last year] people were uptight
about taking shots. You just have
to fire away and hope they go in.

f

BltleS
•

for-4 from the three-point arc.
."He [Heidorf! does everything
well," Moran said. "He's great at
screening, getting loose balls, a
\goodld efender'
th1nk"ltn joe easel tin becomemuchsounderwiththeball,"
Moran added. "As a coach, I feel
cohdent in the kid, he's making
good decisions this year."
The Blue Streaks open their
home schedule next Wednesday
night [December 6th], as they
hostMount Union at 7:30p.m. in
the Don Shula Sports Center. jCU
willtraveltoOtterbeinthefollowing day to play the Cardinals.
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Article on assault provokes reaction from
faculty and students

I

~why

HITS & m is s e s
m I s s: Two of the four copy machines in the library are broken. m i s s: The long lines and busy phone
lines to buy Indians tickets. HIT: All of the holiday decorations popping up all over campus. "It's beginning
to look a lot like Christmas ..." m i s s: Gaining a few pounds after all of that turkey. m i s s: The pianos
in the music practice rooms are out of tune. m i s s: The new schedule for Christmas Carroll Eve. Midnight
Mass is now at 11 p.m. HIT: The Student Telephone Directories are finally here! HIT: Three members of
the football team making the first team All-Academic in the OAC. HIT: Operation Focus, and all those who
helped to make it a success. HIT: Just two weeks left. Hang in there.

commentary:

--

Don't make everything as rough as pulling teeth

I had two wisdom teeth pulled last Friday.
Although I knew 1was going to be 'knocked
out' with an anesthetic, I really didn't know
what else to expect.
. - - - - - - - - - . . . My roommate kept
asking me if I was
scared, and I told her I
wasn't. I frgured it was
something that had to
be done, and I knew
people had their teeth
pulled all the time.
Plus. I thought of my
younger sister who
went through the
Cherie Skoc::zen
same
thing this
Asslstatlt News EdJtor
summer. She didn't
have any problems
following the surgery, and she even played
volleyball with me and some friends that
same night.
But as I thought more about having my

teeth pulled, 1 started to worry. I remembered
a girl from high school wt"lo was 1n great pain
and had a swollen, bruised face for two weeks
following surgery. I remembered other people
saying the day they had the1r wisdom teeth
pulled was one of the worst days of their lives.
I had heard many other horror stories too,
about the pain, the swelling and the bruising.
But, then 1 decided that I didn't care, and I
wasn't gomg to let it bother me. Besides, it
could have been worse, and what was the
sense in worrying anyway?
Fortunately, the surgery went well, as I was
told. 1 don't remember much. I remember
being pierced with a needle and then opening
my eyes and learning it was all over. For the
next four days, 1 relied heavily on pain killers,
and 1 made a diet of liquids and mushy foods.
The left side of my face looked as if I was
storing chestnuts for the winter. lt was even
painful to smile. But it 's all over, and I've
survived.

worry

about here ...
Right?

With Thanksgiving now behind us, two things
are on everyone's mind. final exams and the
holidays. As students at john Carroll University,ajesuit institution, we like to think that we
do not need to be reminded of the"reason for the
season," or the meaning of the holidays But,
being the busy students that we are, sometimes
a little reminder of what it's all about is just
what we need. The day after Thanksgiving is
the busiest shopping day of the year, and it has
become tradition for many people to "hit the
malls"frequentlyup until Christmas. Tradition
is good when it comes to certain things, and even this one can be a sort of family bonding. Some people, however, tend
to get a little too caught up in this aspect of the holiday spirit.
Both Hanukkah and (especially) Christmas are very commercial holidays in our society. Stores are filled with gifts,
decorations and music to help us 'celebrate" these holidays. All of this is very nice, and while it can be a stressful time, it
is also fun for many people. This, however, is not the reason for the season. And, no matter what religion one practices,
everyone can find a common meaning behind the holidays: the spirit of giving.
Regardless of religion or even what holiday is being celebrated, we are all capable of recognizing that this is a time to
. give. An ideal of a jesuit education is to learn how to give of yourself. AtJCU,especially, there are plenty of ways in which
to participate in the giving spirit. While we discuss these opportunities, how many of us actually practice what we
preach?
Look around at the opportunities made available to you here. But, don't just look... get involved in them. This month, we
have a special opportunity to take ad vantage of-The Holiday Giving Tree. The tree, sponsored by the Student Union, will
be in the Atrium with the names of children and senior citizens on it. When we take a name, all we need to do is buy a
small g_if t for this rson, wra it and lace it under the tree b Dec. 7. It's not that bi of an effort, but it gives us all the
chance to bring at least a litt e bit of joy to someone's life.
But, if buying a gift for the giving tree is not for you, there are many other ways to give. We are not very far away from
various problems that liein the inner city. Regardless of our G.P.A., most of us are capable of tutoring children who need
help.JCU provides many ways for us to get il!volved in tutoring programs. Project Gold is also an excellent opportunity
for us to get involved, and give to the community. Programs such as Meals on Wheels don't take up toomuchof our time,
but truly help those who are needy.
So, if you haven't yet gotten into that festive mood, or caught the holiday spirit, maybe you should spend less time at the
mall, and take a few minutes to bring joy to someone who truly needs it.

Although I was slightly hesitant about
having my teeth pulled, like many things in life,
I've realized that it's not worth it to worry too
much. Granted, there are exceptions, but I've
realized that most things will turn out okay.
And as many people have told me, everything
that happens, happens for a reason. Therefore,
if it's going to happen, it will, and there's
nothing anyone can do about it.
1 think the same 'wisdom' is true for anything
in life. With finals just two weeks away, I don't
think it pays to worry about them too much,
either. I've worried about past exams, but I'm
slowly realiz1ng that if I study as well as I can,
that's alii can do. There's no sense in worrying
because exams soon will be over, and I will
move on to whatever other challenge comes
my way. I've learned to take life one day at a
time, and whether it's having a tooth pulled,
taking an exam or even finding a job for
Christmas break. I've learned to just relax.
After all, it'll be okay tomorrow.
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letters to the editor

You are here

Sometimes
we all need to
be reminded
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l am writing to express my concern over statements
made by Joseph Farrell, Dean of Students, in response to a
physical and sexual assault of aJCU student off-campus.
To suggest that she should not have been out late at night
does the woman in question, and all women, a disservice.
Such a statement ignores the reality of sexual assault Approximately 75 percent of wom en are sexually assaulted
by someone they know; the majority of these assaults take
place in her home and arefrequentlyduring the day. Thus,
to suggest that women will be safe if they stay home is
inaccurate.
Perhaps more disturbing, however, is the assumption
that women are responsible for preventing such assaults. It
seems to me that we should be talking about the adjustments that men need to be making if we want to eradicate
sexual assault. It is worth noting that in addition to providing rape counseling to survivors, the Cleveland Rape Crisis
Center has as a key part of its mission education of the
public with the goal of changing the behavior of potential
rapists, rather than expecting that woman must always be
the ones to change their behavior. I think that it is our
collective responsibility to work toward ending rape rather
than placing the onus on individual women to stay home
after dark.

Lauren Bowen
Associate Professor of Political Science
Board of Trustees of the Cleveland Rape Crisis Center

encounter. But! do not agree with the way the CN handled
it. There are so many ways to inform students about the
dangers that plague college campuses. Scare tactics, like
that of the published article, are not always the most effi cient method of raising campus awareness.
l can only hope that the CN reahzes its mistake. We
often make rash decis ions in the middle of tragedy. But I
think the CN owes the victim an apology. They wrongly
used her misfortune to serve a purpose which could have
otherwise been completed.
Beth Wood
Class of 1999

Students defend RA action
Having taken the time to get to know our RA, we are
aware of the responsibilities that position holds. It is more
than write-ups for being too loud, pouring alcohol down
the drain, kicking boys out after hours or enforcing the
escort policy. It is helping the student passed out on the
bathroom floor after too much to drink, the comforting
shoulder when school is just out of control, understanding
when to listen because serious problems such as rape and
assault do occur atJCU, and unlocking doors when your
roommate forgets you are in the shower. Being an RA is not
for every person. The people who choose to take on these
positions deserve our respec t. Respect is not being ignorant of authority. Granted, RAs are not there to censor
speech, but they encourage peliteness toward visitors in
thejCU community. The actions taken by the RAs towards
the freshmen following the lecture in Murphy Hall were
simply enforcing respect.
Do you want an RA who knows only the rules and
regulations, or do you want an RA who takes initiative to
help better a person? We personally prefer an RA who
helps us when we ask for it as well as who helps us even
when we don't like it.

Kornuc, Ted Rosati and Frank Feola gave exceptional
strength to their characters and the show overall.
My main reason in writing this letter is toencouragethe
JCU community to attend such performances. 1 believe
that if everyone just opened themselves up to at least one
performance, they would have a good time and possibly
bring themselves to see a show at another time. As a
member of thejCU concert choir, l understand the disappointment of having low audience turnout after practicing hard and putting my heart into every note sung. These
students are talented, and they deserve a filled auditorium
that will give a hearty applause.

--

Theresa A. Henn
Class of 1998

Class scheduling process requires
reconsideration
Last week my fellow classmates and 1 scheduled for
spring classes. To no one's surprise (in Biology anyway),
three 300-level and one 400-level courses had been closed
by the second day of junior schedulmg. I have dealt with
this problem for the past two years atJCU with the perception that sophomores and freshman are just at the bottom
of the totem pole and must take only the classes available to
them.
Now, lam a junior beginning my second semester, and I
still feel as if l am at the bottom. At this point in our
education we must constder our futures and what classes
will be beneficial. Certainclassesarcessential for entrance
into medical school and graduate programs. Simply put,
there are just too many biology and pre-med students for
the current faculty to accomm<>9ate. This fact coupled
w ith the idea of underclass honors students being able to
schedule before upperclassmen causes classes to fill pre·
maturely. The Dean of arts and sciences needs to seriously
reconsider this scheduling process, as well as provide
enough course sections to accommodate students.

Since statistics indicate that the majority of violent
criminals are male, why don't we prevent violent crime by
promoting curfews for men? From now on, men are cautioned against being out by themselves at 4 a.m., or else
they will be considered a criminal element. Does this
sound absurd? Well, it is the type of solution Dean Farrell
has proposed, except instead of promoting curfews for
Erin Fagan
Jill Gigliotti
potential perpetrators, he has proposed curfews forpotential victims.
Class of 1998
Class of 1998
Lucas Koffler
Class of 1997
Father Salmi doesn't want me to be "unduly alarmed" in
terms of my safety. However, this comment, and those
The Nov.l6 editorial of the CN alludes to the abuse of
made by Dean Farrell have functioned as a wake-up call. I power by the RA staff. In the incident involving the stuThanks to JCU for generouslty during
~he danger lam in as a female student. !attend dent disciplined, I say that it is about time people are held
Operation Focus
a school which employsadministratorswhoareallowed to accountable for their ignorance.
l would like to thank tho<;e who donated money and
promote pemicious-attituiddc~nad:bo•ouumre-c:rnrte"t:Jf-rlrfl'~--~~iplinmlg"1:tlt!~m:R~im-trlnmsr,:-hl:mt'O'Ptl0br--lltJOCirro-thc: aden mon Opera t1on l-ocus 1-'ood Ur1ve.
In the wake of a tragedy like this, both men should be remarks sends a message that this type of ignorance is not Their efforts were sincerely appreciated. I would like to
o en gcamments which condemn the wrongful behav- goingtobetoleratedoncampusanylonger. Ithinkthatyou rhankCarrieLiebenrritt,Berh Waresjeffl<ulbalo,Meghan
ior of an assailant ratherthan criticize the behavior of the tend to find too much comfort in freedom of speech. There Rogers, Colleen AULh and Jenny French for all the hard
victim. Both men should be offering comments which will be a day when people begin to realize that what they work and dedication. Also, I would like to congratulate
express sympa thy and consolation rather than incrimina- say is not a freedom when it controls and demeans the lives Megan Baldino, Bridget Meehan and the JCU community
tion. Helpful suggestions about "taking security seriously" of others.
for the success of the Operation Focus Thanksgiving Food
obfuscate the fact that rape can happen anytime, anyI am glad to see that Big Brother is watching. Someone Drive.
where, not just at 4 a.m.
has to. It is not so much that Big Brother is censoring our
speech as much as it is trying to get rid of the hatred and James K. Sullivan
Class of 1998
discrimination on this cam pus.
jennifer Burke
Class ofl996
Maury Petrak,Jr.
flu.• C,,ru/1 ,'\i(··~~ \\.C!C•JilW~ lctt~.:r-. to lilt: t.:drtur. ol'> d i-. our \'w.h llf
knO\'wlng wh,lt )Oll ltko· or t1 r ..,lrk~· .tb(JUt tlu~ Ct.. thf~ c,unp~i" or llf{' rn
The story entitled "]CU student assaulted" on the front Class of 1996
general Wf' H~qwre tt,,,, letter~ ht! ~uhmittt~{l hy rHtllr\ Mond<l~ . in th(:
page of the Nov.l6 CN disturbed me. It upset me to see the
CNoffrcc. to bl' cligihlt• for publication. ldter~ Cdll,ll'>u tw ~ubnuttl.·d
Audiences
needed
to
support
JCU
talent
vror e-mail to CNLETTERS JC\I<t-.;t.JC~u.:du. lL'tto..:rs , .. 111 h(• ,JCH'Ilh:d
CN had the gall to publish a story about someone's tragedy
tlftcr noon on Mond,w only d the11.: l'> ,H1ditiOIIili ~~.Jet· ,, .. ;,d,Jblt- Wt·
I wanted to thank the cast,crew and directorof "Man of
for the entire campus to read.
t('.,N\It' the r1ghl to l'<llt lettf'rc, for clarit) or "'l),lC(' r.on.;,idc•r;ltion~
letter~ must tJe .,igncd llnd ;lccomp.tnicd h) ,.our phmw nurnln~r.
Assault is an unbelievably difficult thing to deal with, La Mancha" who gave excellent performances. The musisomething that victims must deal with privately. I'm sure cal made for a wonder£ ul evening, as the cast did
it does not help them to see their story on the front page of a superb job of capturing myattemionanddrawtheir school's student newspaper. An assault does not only ing me into the scenes. Not only was the scenleave bruises and abrasions, but deep emotional wounds, ery beautiful but clever in design, providing a
which can take months, even years, to heal. Why did the sense of change even though nothing on stage
CN not consider this victim's healing process and privacy? moveq except for the cast. The orchestra
Perhaps the editorial board did consider these things bur complimented both the am bianceand the characters.
simp! y did not care.
All of the characters have a special vocal
I can understand the legal right of the CN to publish the
article, but 1 feel that they took advantage of one person's ta Ients. Raymond Sindoni's voice was one ofthe
victimization,capitalizing on it to raise awarenessonca m- most beautiful that I have ever heard, and this
&#~~ttlt~
pus violence. It is the right of the student body to be added to the dimension of his role as the corninformed and warned of possible dangers that they may passionate priest. Travis P Lattimore, Angel
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Editorial

Sometimes
we all need to
be reminded

7.1

Article on assault provokes reaction from
faculty and students

~why

worry

about here ...
Right?

With Thanksgiving now beh1 nd us, two things
are on everyone's mind: final exams and the
holidays. As students at John Carroll University,ajesuit institution, we like to think that we
do not need to be reminded of the "reason for the
season," or the meaning of the holidays But,
being the busy students that we are, sometimes
a little reminder of what it's all about is just
what we need. The day after Thanksgiving is
the busiest shopping day of the year, and it has
become tradition for many people to "hit the
malls" frequently up until Christmas. Tradition
is good when it comes to certain things, and even this one can be a sort of family bonding. Some people, however, tend
to get a little too caught up in this aspect of the holiday spirit.
Both Hanukkah and (especially) Christmas are very commercial holidays in our society. Stores are filled with gifts,
decorations and music to help us "celebrate' these holidays. All of this is very nice, and while it can be a stressful time, it
is also fun for many people. This, however, is not the reason for the season. And, no matter what religion one practices,
everyone can find a common meaning behind the holidays: the spirit of giving.
Regardless of religion or even what holiday is being celebrated, we are all capable of recognizing that this is a time to
. give. An ideal of a]esui t education is to learn how to give of yourself. AtJCU,especially, there are plenty of ways in which
to participa te in the giving spirit. W hile we discuss these opportuni ties, how many of us actually practice what we
preach?
Look around at the opportunities made available to you here. But, don 't just look .. get involved in them. This month, we
have a special opportunity to take advantage of- The Holiday Giving Tree. The tree, sponsored by the Studen t Union, will
be in the Atrium with the names of children and senior citi zens on it. When we take a name, all we need to do is buy a
small gift for this rson, wraP. it and lace it under the tree b Dec. 7. It's not that big of an effort, but it gives us all the
chance to bring at least a little bit of joy to someone's life.
But, if buying a gift for the giving tree is not for you, there are many other ways to give. We are not very far away from
various problems that lie in the inner city. Regardless of our G.P.A.,most of us are capable of tutoring children who need
help.JCU p rovides m any ways for us to get il!volved in tutoring programs. Project Gold is also an excellent opportunity
for us to get involved, and give to the community. Programs such as Meals on Wheels don't take up toomuchof our time,
but truly help those who are needy.
So, if you haven't yet gotten into that festive mood, or caught the holiday spirit, rna y be you should spend less time at the
mall, and take a fe w minutes to bring joy to someone who truly needs it.
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Don't make everything as rough as pulling teeth

I had two wisdom teeth pulled last Friday.
Although I knew 1 was going to be 'knocked
out' with an anesthetic, I really didn't know
what else to expect.
.-------~ My roommate kept
asking me if I was
scared, and I told her I
wasn't. I ftgured it was
something that had to
be done, and I knew
people had their teeth
pulled all the t ime.
Plus, I thought of my
younger sister who
went through t he
Cherie Skoczen
same thing this
Ass•stant News Editor
summer. She didn't
have any problems
following the surgery, and she even played
volleyball with me and some friends that
same night.
But as I thought more about having my

teeth pulled, I started to worry. I remembered
a girl from high school who was in great pain
and had a swollen, bruised face for two weeks
following surgery. I remembered other people
sayrng the day they had their wisdom teeth
pulled was one of the worst days of their lives.
1 had heard many other horror stories too,
about the pain, the swelling and the bruising.
But. then I decided that I didn't care, and I
wasn't going to let it bother me. Besides, it
could have been worse, and what was the
sense in worrying anyway?
Fortunately, the surgery went well, as I was
to ld. I don't remember much. I remember
being pierced with a needle and then opening
my eyes and learning it was all over. For the
next f our days, I relied heavily on pain killers,
and 1made a diet of liquids and mushy foods.
The left side of my face looked as if I was
st oring chestnuts for the winter. It was even
painful to smile. But it's all over, and I've
survived .

11
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Although I was slightly hesitant about
having my teeth pulled, like many things 1n li fe,
I've realized that it's not worth it to worry too
much. Granted, there are exceptions, but I've
realized that most things will turn out okay.
And as many people have told me. everything
that happens, happens for a reason. Therefore,
if it's going to happen, it will, and there's
nothing anyone can do about it.
I think the same 'wisdom' is true for anything
in life. With finals just t wo weeks away, I don't
think it pays to worry about them too much,
either. I've worried about past exams, but I'm
slowly realizing that if I study as well as I can,
that's alii can do. There's no sense in worrying
because exams soon wi ll be over, and I will
move on to whatever other challenge comes
my way. I've learned to ta ke life one day at a
time, and whether it's having a tooth pulled,
taking an exam or even finding a job for
Christmas break, I've learned to just relax.
After all, it'll be okay tomorrow.
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I am writing to express my concern o ver statements
made by Joseph Farrell, Dean of Students, in res ponse to a
physical and sexual assault of a JCU student off-campus.
To suggest tha t s he should not have bee n out late at night
does the woman in question, and all wom e n, a disservice.
Such a statement ignores the reality of sexual assa ult. Approximately 75 percent of women are sexuall y assaulted
by someone they know; the majority of these assaults take
place in her home and are frequentlyduringthe day. Thus,
to suggest that women will be safe if they stay home is
inaccura te .
Perhaps more disturbing, however, is the assumption
that women are responsible for preventing such assa ults. It
seems to me that we should be ta lki ng about the adjustments that men need to be making if we want to eradicate
sexual assault. It is worth noting that in addition to providingrape counselingtosurvivors,theCleveland Rape Crisis
Center has as a key part of its m issi on education of the
public with the goal of changing the behavior of potential
rapists, rather than expecting that woman must always be
the ones to change their behavior. I think that it is our
collective responsibility to work toward end ing rape rather
than placing the onus on individual women to stay home
after dark.

Lauren Bowen
Associate Professor of Political Science
Board of Trustees of the Cleveland Ra pe Crisis Center
Since statistics indicate that the majority of violent
criminals are male, why don't we prevent violent crime by
promoting curfews for men? From now on, men are cau tioned against being out by themselves at 4 am ., or else
they will be considered a criminal element. Does this
sound absurd? Well, it is the type of solution Dean Farrell
has proposed, except instead of promoting curfews for
potential perpetrators, he has proposed curfews for potential victims.
FatherSalmidoesn'twantme to be"unduly alarmed"in
terms of my safety. However, this comment, and those
made by Dean Farrell have functioned as a wake-up call. l
~lhe danger I am in as a female student. I attend
a school whichemploysadministratorswhoareallowed to

encounter. But I do not agree with the way th e CN h andled
it. There are so many ways to inform students about the
dangers that plague college campuses. Scare tactics, like
that of the published article, are not always the most efficient method of raising campus awareness.
I ca n o nly hope that the CN realizes its mistake. We
often make rash decisions in the mtddle of tragedy. Bur I
think the CN owes the victim an apology. They wrongly
used her misfortune to serve a purpose which could have
otherwise been completed.
Beth Wood
Class of 1999

Students defend RA action
Having taken the time to get to know our RA, we are
aware of the responsibilities th at position holds. It is more
than wr ite-ups for being too loud, pouring alcohol down
the drain, kicking boys out after hours or enforcing the
escort policy. It is helping the student passed out on the
bathroom floor af ter too much to drink, the comforting
shoulder when school is just out of control, understanding
when to listen because serious problems such as rape and
assault do occur atJCU, and unlocking doors when your
roommate forgets you are in the shower. Being an RA is not
for every person. The people who choose to take on these
positions deserve our respect. Respect is not being ignorant of authority. Granted, RAs are not there to censor
speech, but they encourage peliteness toward visitors in
thejCU community. The ac tions taken by th e RAs towards
the freshme n following the lecture in Murphy Hall we re
simply enforci ng respect.
Do you want an RA who knows o nly the rules a nd
regulations, or do you want an RA who takes initiative to
help better a person? We personally prefer an RA who
helps us when_we ask for it as well as who helps us even
when we don't like it.
Erin Fagan
Class of 1998

Jill Gigliotti
Class of 1998

The Nov. l6 editorial of the CN alludes to the abuse of
power by the RA staff. In the incident involving the student disciplined , I say that it is about ti me people are held
accountable for their ignorance.

Kornuc, Ted Rosati and Fra nk Feola gave exceptional
strength 10 their characters and the show overa ll.
My main reason in writing th is letter is to encourage the
JCU community 10 attend s uc h performances. I believe
that if everyone just opened themselves up to at least one
performa nce, they would have a good time and possibly
bring themselves to see a show at another time. As a
member of the j CU co ncert choir, I understand the disappointm ent of having low aud ience turnout after prac ticing hard and putting my heart into every note sung. These
students are talented, and they d eserve a filled auditorium
tha t will give a hearty applause.
T heresa A. Henn
Class of 1998

Class scheduling process requires
reconsideration
Last week my fellow class mates and I scheduled for
sp ri ng classes. To no one's surprise On Biology anyway),
three 300-level and one 4 00-levcl courses had been closed
by the second day of junior scheduling. I have dealt with
th1s problem for the past two years at j CU with the perception that sophomores a nd freshman are just at the bottom
of the totem pole a nd must takeonly the classesavailable to
them .
Now, ! am a junior beginning my second semester, a nd I
still feel as if I am at ~ he bottom. At this point in our
education we must consider our fut ures and what classes
will be beneficial. Certain classesareessentialforentrance
into medical school and graduate progra ms. Simply put,
there are just too m any biology and pre-med s tuden ts for
the current faculty to accom moda te. This fact coupled
with the idea of underclass honors students being able to
schedule before upperclassmen causes classes to fill pre·
maturely. The Dean of arts and sciences needs to seriously
reconsider this scheduling process, as well as provide
enough course sections to accommodate students
Lucas Koffler
Class of 1997

Thanks to JCU for generouslty during
Operation Focus
l would like to thank those who donated money and

promote-pernictous-artiru.de!rabOU1rthe-crmte"l:nll'p!~---fl'i!c'lpli'lltr~Lirl!mammr"fm-tnnansr;-:holtrOJphclbtc:--ritxxl-ro

In the wake of a tragedy like this, both men should be
o en comments which condemn the wrongful behavior of an assailant rather than criticize the behavior of the
victim . Both men should be offering comments which
express sympathy and consolation rather than incrimination. Helpful suggestions about "taking security seriously"
obfuscate the fact that rape can happen anytime, anywhere, not just at 4 a.m.
jennifer Burke
Class of 1996
The story entitled "JCU student assaulted" on the fron t
page of the Nov: 16 CN disturbed me. It upset me to see the
CN had the gall to publish a story about someone's tragedy
for the entire campus to read.
Assault is an unbelievably difficult thing to deal w ith ,
something that victims must deal with priva tel y. l'm sure
it does not help them to see their story o n thefront page of
their school's student newspaper. An assa ult does not only
leave bruises and abrasions, but deep emotional wounds,
which can take months, even years, to heal. Why did the
CN notconsiderthis victim's healing process and privacy?
Perhaps t he editorial board did consider these things bu t
simply did not care.
lean understand the legal right of the CN to publish the
article, but I feel that they took advantage o£ one person's
victimization, capitalizing on it to raise awareness on cam pus violence. It is the right of the student body to be
informed and warned of possible dangers that they may
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remarks sends a message that this type of ignorance is not
goingtobetoleratedon campus any longer. I think that you
tend to find too much comfort in freedom of speech. There
will be a day when people begin to realize that what they
say is not a freedom when it controls and demeans the lives
of others.
1am glad to see that Big Brother is watching. Someone
has to. It is not so much that Big Brother is censoring our
speech as much as it is trying to get rid of the hatred and
discrimination on this campus.
Maury Petrak, Jr.
Class of l996
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I wanted to thank the cast, crew and d irector of "Man of
La Mancha" who gave excellent performances. The musica1made for a wonderful evening, as the cast did
a superbjob of capturing myattentionanddrawing me into the scenes. Not only was the scenery beautiful but clever in design, providing a
sense of change even though nothing on stage
moved. except for the cast. The orchestra
complimented both the ambiance and the characters.
All of the characters have a special vocal
talents. Raymond Sindoni's voicewasoneofthe
most beautiful that I have ever heard, and this
added to the dimension of his role as the compassionate priest. Travis P Lattimore, Angel
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James K Sullivan
Class of 1998
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Audiences needed to support JCU talent

Gqttain Tony's

ruden naon Operanon t-ocus food Dnve.
Their efforts were sincerely appreciated. I would like to
thank Carrie Liebentritt, Beth WaresjeffKulbalo, Meghan
Rogers, Colleen Auth and Jenny French for all the hard
work and dedication. Also, I would like to congratulate
Megan Baldino, Bridget Meehan and theJCU community
for the success of the Operation Focus Thanksgiving Food
Drive.
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Greencard: International Students-Visitors.DV - 1
Greencard Program available.
1-800-660-7167 & (818) 7727168.
DO YOU ENJOY CHILDREN? We
are looking for students who
enjoy babysitting to look after
our toddler in our Shaker Hts.
home on occasional weekend
and weekday evenings. $5.00
hourly rate /Experience preferred/Transportation provided if necessary. If interested, please call752-3173.
Needed: Orange Recreation
now hiring Swimming Instructors and Lifeguards. $5-$7 I
hr./Swim Coaches $8-$10 /hr.
Located 6 miles from campus.
Call 831-8601 ext 260.
FOR RENT: Siesta Key,
Sarasota, Florida, 2 bedroom,
2 bath condo/located on
CRESCENT BEACH. The unit is
on the 4th floor with a GULF
VIEW. The condo has been
completely redecorated. Tennis and a heated pool are
steps from your door. Phone
(216) 932-9215.
Babysitter needed: Tuesday
mornings for a 2 year old
daugter, close to campus.
$6.00 per hour. Please leave
message. 595-0220.
Wanted: TAS.P.International
is looking for highly motivated,
hard working students to fill
management post ions for the

s

s

summer of 1996. Gain valuable business experience to
enhance your resume. Average earnings are between
$7,000 - 9,000. Positions
are filled on a first come, first
qualified basis and are available in all Cleveland suburbs,
Mentor, Akron, Canton, and
Youngstown. For more information please call Matt
Scherer@ 1-800-543-3792.
For Rent: 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments. Located 2 miles
from school. Building Ad dress 1414 South Belvoir
Blvd. Includes: Appliances,
Carpet, Garage, Air. Can be
furnished $480- $600. 9329215 or 291-8458. Please
leave message.
For Sale: Zeos 60mhz
Pentium CPU with an 18inch
monitor Microscan Monitor.
Tons of software. QuadSpeed CD rom, and speakers.
Photoshop 3.0, Freehand,
Pagemaker. Office, Win95
Low Price OBO Call 3975424 for details

i

Sales Job: Sales associates
and Sales manager wanted
for holiday season in
Beachwood Place: Day,
Evening and Weekend Shifts
available. Call 464-1717 or
656-2601

368-4738 for more information.
Wantedll Individuals, Student Organizations to Promote SPRING BREAK Earn
Money and FREE TRiPS CALL
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS

Houlihan's needs servers: If
you have a strong feel for the
basics in creating a pleasant,
upbeat dining experience,
you belong with the
Houlihan's. We're a leader in
casual dining-and a fun,
friendly place to work. Now,
we're looking for someone
whose smiles and service
will keep our customers coming back. Apply in person
Mon. thru Thurs. from 2 p.m.
to 4 p.m. -24103 Chagrin
Blvd. Beachwood, OH 44122.

EOE
Spring Break- Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun and Jamaica from $299.00. Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties, and
more! Organize a small group
and earn a FREE trip plus
commissions! Call 1-800822-0321.
Babysltters wanted: Pepper
Pike Area, 3 small children,

Music Industry Internship:
National music Marketing/
Management
Company
based in LA seeks Responsible, Outgoing music/marketing intern in Cleveland,
sophomore or above in college. Know your market well
and be very into new, alternative music. Please call (213)
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Gary
Kopervas

CRACKED
CVMBALSby Michael Slayton
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Call 1-800-327-6013 for any
other information or check us
out on the internet at this site
http:/ /www.icpt.com.
Goodluck: Lets go Blue Streak
swimmers don't drown this
weekend.

Crazy Crossword

Babysitter Wanted. S. Euclid
Area, 4 Children. Monday thru
Friday. 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. Salary Negotiable. Ask for Pam
381-4459

GIDRGB
Mark
Szorady

i

·f

Flexible hours, Car will be required. 2 references needed.
292-4665.
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MAMA'S
BOVZ
by
Jerry
Craft

THE
IP4TI
by
Jeff
Pickering

ronm•
25 Cullins
28 Urgent
requimncnt
32 Can't staN!
33 Harpagon. • ·8·

34 Tavern lineup

36 Whipping boy?

37 lndispensoble
38 Uruguayan's
39-h':n in
Elmer's side
42 Ruin the
veneer
44 Oalilco"~
bir1hplace
48- budge!
49 Puzzle-page
noutlon
SO S.tan's forte
51 Mongrel

52 Ealrin& holder

DOWN
I Practiced
extortion
2 Auditionet"s
desire
3 Dogfight
porttctpants
4 Teen literature?
S "Arabian Nights•
soil
6 Loll~ooz.a
7 Hanlly intrepid
8 "Kitchy--1·
9 Stereo

22 Hootess M~ta
24 He's a
little devil
2S --telief
26 Campolet franz
27 Letter aftet pi
29 Gri~
30 Soctety-page
word
31 Pan:bed

35 Logo, e.s.

36 CaUsed discord
39 Florida resort

city, funiliarly
40 One, on a one
411ndiona city
43 Lane with many
ellt"oles?

45 Lend I of tennis
46Winnow
47 Hts.
49TV allen

53 Carrier for
al!emoti~
Tom and Huck 10 Gnnd Canyon st.
S4 Carter or Irvine II Replica
55 Took a powdtt 20 Ughl-heorted
.56 Picnic
musical
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